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G. A. R. VETERANS

WORKING HARD

TIFT CONFERS

ED

Want Glorieta

OFFICERS

Fatal Riot in
Streets of Kansas
City
TWO

DYING

OEAoTjWO

Attempt to Break Up Meeting
of Relgious Sect Causes
Bloody Fight

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 9. "I am not
going to die. I am going to get well
:and live to kill a few more policemen." This assertion was made today
"Adam
by Louis Pratt, the
is
who
lying
fanatic,
a
'God,"
religious
in the general hospital here seriously
wounded as the result of a battle between his. followers and the police
late yesterday afternoon.
As a result of the fight Pratt's
daughter, Lulu, and Policeman Albert C. Dalbow are dead and
two other policemen are in a critical
condition. John Sharp, known as Elijah II," and who was the real head
of the little band, of religious enthusiasts, is still at large. Mrs. Pratt,
with her two young daughters, spent
the night in the matron's room 'of police headquarters, but Mrs. 'Sharp, who
fired two shots that struck Policeman
Mullane, is confined to the city jail.
At the hospital this morning the physicians said Mullane had small chance
of recovery, but Surgeon Clark's condition is slightly improved. A. J. Sea
ller, a bystander, who was hit by
self-style- d

"well.

Reveals History of Sect.
Today Mrs. Pratt told of the work
of the band, who came here in a house
boat. "Mr. and Mm Sharp," she said,
"were known to us as Adam and Eve
and we believed their teachings." She
said they armed themselves on tfie
advice of Sharp'. The first she heard
of yesterday's tragedy, she says, was
when Lulu and Mary came running
..
rt f l,
l,,...ariKnnt in.l tnlH VlPV 3
duel was going on in the street. When
the officers arrived at tne nouse uoai,
:she said:
"I took my Winchester off the wall
and told Luiu to get her gun and we
all got. in a skiff tied to the houseboat.
I sat in the bow with my gun in my
hands. I wasn't going to shoot
had to because I had no chance
to ask Adam or Eve what to do. I am
sorry I did not resist, for I am afraid
I have' lost my eternal life, because
I think Adam would have advised me
to shoot.
"Lulu got into the back of the s:iff,
which was covered, and Mary took the
oars and we started across the river.
The officers then began shooting at
the boat. We drifted up to the bank
and when we saw blood near Lulu's
ear we knew she had been shot. Then
Mary and I got out and hung on the
side of .the boat until they ' captured
.1

un-"lss- 'I

i

us."

;'

.

Had Revelation From. God.
Mrs. Melissa"" Sharp also made a
She said she' married
'.statement.
20
years ago when she was 17.
Sharp
in Arkansas and Oklahoma,
lived
They
but had no religion until about six
years ago, when, she said, her husband
had a revelation from God. They began to study the Bible and later both
had revelations. They gave away their
property and started to preach. Since
,
then they have traveled through
Texas Kansas. Missouri, Illinois and Minnesota. They then went
to Canada. About last August they
returned from Canada, built a house;
boat and started to float down the
Missouri river, preaching at many
places. They had been persecuted by
-officers, who wanted to take their children. They had gone armed for many
'
months'.
announced
Chief of Police Ahem
that yesterday's bloody affair
marked the end of street meetings in
Kansas City.
Okla-home-

-

IMMIGRATION INSPECTOR
ACCIDENTALLY SHOT
San Marcial, N. M. Dec. 9. Frank
Stanley, inspector for the IT.
Service, stationed here, accidentally Hhot himself with a
Colts revolver Monday afternoon.
The bullet pierced both of his legs
just befow the hips, making two punctures in each of them. Inspector Stanley was in the act of taking his gun
from its holster when it slipped from
his 'hand and, dropping on the floor,
exploded. The ball entered the upper
pa rt of , his leg and passed . through
and into the other one, making the
fourth hole as it came out on the opposite side. Stanley was located at Las
Cruces until a few months1 ago, when
he ' was' transferred to' San Marcial.
He was taken to the Hotel Dleu in El
'Peso for treatment.
M.

S.Im-migratio-

'

n

Battlefield Converted
Into National Park and Muster
Rolls Compiled.

M

WITH

At the annual territorial encamp
ment of the Grand Army of the Republic held at Las Vegas in the spring President-Elecof 1907, several matters of importance
and interest to citizens in general as
well as to members of the G. A. R. and
other veterans of the civil and other
wars, were considered. Among other
things it was decided to ask Congress
to set aside one square mile of the
battlefield of Glorieta, or Pigeon's
ranch, in Xew Mexico, for a national
'
park, or reservation, and to erect
thereon a monument to the valor of To Meet Republican Memthose who fell in that action, and to
bers of House Committee
commemorate the part New Mexico
took in the civil war. A bill to carry
on Ways and Means.
out this has been introduced in the
National House of Representatives at
Washington, Dec. 9. President-elec- t
Washington," by Delegate W. H. An William H. Taft and
Speaker Joseph
drews and is now pending.
G. Cannon
had a conference of
Another matter decided upon was to an hour andtoday
a half. At its conclusion
ask the territorial legislature to au each announced that
arrangements
thorize and provide for the compila had been made
whereby Taft was to
tion and publication of the muster meet the
Republican members of the
rolls of all the. New Mexico volunteers
House committee on ways and means
who served in any of the wars from tomorrow
afternoon,, after which a
1847 to 1898, including all the Indian
statement will be issued.
'
wars.
To carry out these resolutions, a committee of comrades of the G. A. R. AUDITOR SAFFORD'S
was appointed, composed of Jefferson
IMPORTANT TRIP
Raynolds, of the Las Vegas post, E.
S. Stover, of the Albuquerque post,
Inspects County Funds and Official Ac
and Smith H. Simpson, of the Santa
counts in Eastern Section of
Fe post.
Territory.
This committee is now preparing to
ask the legislature, which convenes
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safin Santa Fe in January next, to take
ford, who is one of the most thorough
the proper action In these matters,
going and efficient officials of the tev
and not only authorize the compilation
ritory, returned yesterday from an of
and publication of the above muster ficial
trip through eastern New Mex
rolls, but to memorialize congress to ico during which he visited the county-establish the Glorieta National park.
seats of Otero, Lincoln, Guadalupe,
As patriotic measures in honor of
Quay and Union counties and made a
those who risked their lives for the "careful Inspection of the funds, books
nation, all citizens are alike interested and accounts of their treasurers and
in them, and the people and press of
collectors and also of the
this commonwealth should urge these assessors. He round tnem ail in gooa
matters upon law makers. It is time
shape and all public funds in the posto "get busy."
session of these officials properly deJacob Weltmer'i a member of Cavl-to- posited in banks or accounted for.
Post, No. 3, 0. A. R of this city,
The El Paso and Southwestern rail
has received a letter from Smith H. road and the Chicago, Rock Island and
Simpson, of Taos, in regard to the New Mexico railroads are now paying
matter. Mr. 'Simpson is interesting taxes in the counties of Otero, Lincoln
members of the territorial legislature and Guadalupe, which will materially
in the matter and is securing assisthelp the counties named and enable
ance to bring about the publication the
county commissioners there to re"
"
of th'reaords'v;"T
duce 'the tax levy on other property?
Mr. Simpson states that the volun- In the counties named there is not
teer muster rolls are all in' the adju- much immigration at present as far
tant general's office and that it will as, he could notice. Livestock and
not require over $3,000 to compile and
ranges are, however, in very good conpublish them in book form.
dition and many cattle and sheep have
Mr. Simpson writes that he has been disposed of during the fall and
found the muster roll of the First are being shipped now to eastern feedVolunteer Company of 1847, and will ers and packers.
The price of wool has also- gone up
forward it to Comrade Raynolds who
is chairman of the committee and he and as there are many sheep owners
will place it in the adjutant general's in the counties named a much better
office. There is only one other volun- feeling exists among them and busiteer company muster roll missing, ness generally is improving. The peothat of Captain L. Stewart's company ple generally, except the hard shell
of spies and scouts, 1855, in the cam- Democrats, are greatly pleased with
paign against the Ut.es and Apathes. the election of Judge Taft as PresiHe says that Taos is doing its share, dent and Delegate Andrews as deleand has, besides, already secured a gate. The great majority of the votpromise from the war department to ers are very desirous that New Mexico
erect a monument, in the .cemetery at should be admitted as a state at the
Taos, to the. memory of the soldiers present session.
killed in 1847 and in 1S54, and whose
bodies are buried there.
GOVERNOR AT WHITE

i08.

NO,-25-

NEV SENATORS
INTEND TO TALK
Time-Wor-

That They Must

Ru'le

n

Be

Seen, Not Heard, in Danger of
Being Knocked Out.

T

Washington.

Doc.

9.

That

worn

EH
OF WATERWAYS

time-

rub; of the United States
Senate to the effect that a new Sen- ator must be content to be seen and
not heard is In great danger of being
.
put entirely out ot business.
The rule in question has been receiving some hard jolts in recent
years. Senator La Follette is the man
who has subjected it to the severest
A
test. He started In to stir things up
when he first came to the Senate, and
has had more or less success.
Should Any of Castro's War. Despite many rebuffs, things have Its Purpose is to Impress Con
leached a point that when La Follette
ships Leave Port They
gress With Necessity of
most of his colleagues set up
talks
'
Will Be Nabbed.
and take notice instead of retiring to
Taking Action
the cloakrooms. The persistent effort
The Hague, Dec. 9. The Nether of the Wisconsin Senator to force recWashington, Dec. 9. One of the
lands government apparently has not ognition from the elder statesmen have most notable
gatherings ever assemb
yet decided the exact course it will encouraged others of the newer mem- led in the history of this country in
pursue against Venezuela, but it was bers to activity.
N'ow, Elihu Root is coming to the the interest of waterway development
intimated here today that the patrol
was called to order here today, when
of the Venezuelan coast which began Senate, and so are other able new the National Rivers and Harbors
ConWednesday last may develop into men, who are well versed In govern- gress met in fifth annual convention.
more active measures in the event mental affairs and qualified to take a The
Congress is" national in its purof any Venezuelan warship attempting prominent part in things. For instance
pose, representing all sections' and
to leave port. Should any of Castro's there are Joseph L. Bristow of Kans
and is endeavoring to
waterways
aWtfs-Tiefound on the hgh seas by the sas; Cummins, of Iowa; Jones, of
Congress with the necessity of a
Dutch vessels, there is a strong prob Washington, and Crawford, of South
comprehensive policy for improving
ability that they would be arrested Dakota. It will not be an easy mat- the rivers, canals and harbors of the
ter to keep these men down. John nation. The
and taken to a Dutch port.
Congress opened with a
Sharp Williams, of Mississippi, will prayer by Cardinal Gibbons. An adsikui leave the house and go to the dress
Fairbanks folby
VERNON L. SULLIVAN
Senate.
lowed.
Ambassador James Bryee of
It is hardly to be expected that Mr. Great Britain told of the
BOOSTING TERRITORY
waterways
Williams, with his wealth of knowl of Great Britain. Others on the pro4
Territorial Engineer During Present edge about, legislation, will sit silent gram for the day include Samuel Gom-perwhile men whose togas are older but
Eastern Trip Will Advertise New
Seth Low, of New York, Governhave no other claim to be allowed to ors Chamberlain of
Mexico Extensively.
Oregon, and Sandtalk, join freely in debate.
ers of Louisiana, and Champ Clark,
It, may be expected, on the whole, of Missouri.
There isn't a more enthusiastic
; booster
of New Mexico than Territor- that, in view of the quality of the new
ial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan. Mr. timber that is being added to the Sen
HOW TO EXPEDITE
Sullivan is now visiting
Chicago, ate, the old rule will be allowed to
and
east
other
at
WORK AT P03TOFFICE
least partially.
Pittsburg, Washington
lapse,
ern cities on irrigation matters and
incidentally before starting he providPatrons Should Obey Instructions Dured himself with a very unique card PRISONERS SENT
ing These Busy Christmas
'
issued from the New Mexican job de
TO PENITENTIARY
Holidays.
Sullione
One
Mr.
side
is
partment.
van's' name and on the other the fol- Those Convicted at Recent Term of
Postmasters all over the country
.
have been Instructed by the postmaslowing:
Court at Las Vegas Sentenced
NEW MEXICO.
ter general to caution all persons to
By Judge Mills.
Excellent Climate, Good Schools, Great
be especially careful in mailing mat
Resources.
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 9. The ter during these busy Christmas
Soil, coal and water supply when prisoners found guilty at the NovemAll
considered, will alone indicate some ber term of the territorial
matter that'll to be mailed
district
of pur gigantic resources..
court here were arraigned before should have attached t;0,it the neces
rbjb will Vnu, Acres j)l JineJaad.'h.ere, iti i.Kf? WUliarn .LJMilUi- - yesterday and sary amount of jiostaga stamps,;, a'nd
the soil is suitable.
otherwise prepared 'for dispatch, tie- sentenced for their crimes.
And the rainfall is sufficient to grow
John Thomas was given 18 months fore it is brought to thepostoffice.
good crops, an agricultural area equal in the penitentiary. Petrelino AlexEvery package should bear in the
to New Jersey and Massachusetts.
ander, IS months in the penitentiary; upper left hand corner of it the name
The Durango-Galluand the Raton- - Albert Moore, 18 months in the peni- and address of the sender.
Cimarron extensive coal fields as es
The address of every letter or
tentiary; Thomas Valdez, 1 year, 1
timated by the Department United day in the penitentiary; Gavlno Garshould be written plainly, and it
States Geological Survey to be over cia, 1 year in the penitentiary; Hilar- - should include the name of the street,
one hundred billion tons, all In New io Montoya, 1 year, 1 day in the peni and the number of the' residence or
Mexico and when compared with the
tentiary and Pedro Gutierrez, 2 years place, of business of the, addressee.
All packages should be wrapped se
population of the United States; would in the penitentiary, but sentence was
so as to lessen the chance of
..0
give each individual over a thousand suspended: Guadalupe
curely,
Compos,
;'
tons.
days in jail; Harry L. Sears, 6 months breakage; but they are not. to be sealOnr water sunplv' from three main in jail; Luis Valdez, 90 days in jail, ed against inspection unless paid for
rivers in our Territory give an an and Ramon Chavez and Filemon at the letter rate of postage,
nor
nual discharge of. over three million Sanchez, $25 fine and 30 days in jail, should they contain any written
'
acre feet together with other streams, but the
jail sentence was suspended.
we can eventually irrigate an area
Matter of value should be register
ed. When remittances are made
the
greater than both Rhode Island and
ARRIVES ONE DAY
should be sent either register- Delaware.
money
AND RESIGNS THE NEXT ed or
by means of money orders.
All
matter should be mailed as
ALBUQUERGUE BOYS
Agricultural College, N. M., Dec. 9.
much in advance of Christmas as is
HELD FOR BURGLARY.
Captain Powell of Fort Bayard was possible.
detailed by the war department to
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 9. John take charge of the cadet battalion at
HOUSE RECEPTION Sawtelle
WESTERN ROADS TO
and Lynn Gray, aged 16 and the Aericultural College. He reported NO DEFINITE DECISION
AS TO DEPOT SITE.
RAISE FREIGHT RATES
17 years respectively, were yesterday
on Saturday for duty and then received
Together With National Committee-Me- afternoon bound over to await the ac word
that he had been placed on the J. M. Kern, division
Luna He Appears Before
superintendent
tion of the grand jury in the sum of retired list of officers and his pay re
Topeka, Kan., Dec. 9. A substanof the New Mexico division of the
Ways and Means Committee.
tial increase in freight rates will shorttwo hundred and fifty dollars by Pol- - duced
would
he
as
accordingly and
and Santa Fe rail
ly be announced by several of the
ice.Judge George R. Craig. The boys receive about the same for idleness Atchison, Topeka
Mexican
to
New
The
with
in Las
way
system,
Special
Toof
headquarters
a
western railroads. The Atchison,
grand that he would for working, he chose
charge
pleaded guilty to
9. Governor
Dec.
on
was
in
the
Washington,
Vegas,
A.
city
ofJ.
yesterday
out
sworn
was
which
Fe
and
by
Santa
general freight
larceny
peka
and resigned on Sunday.
former
the
a
attended
matters
with
connected
location
the
George
Curry
yesterday
fices in Topeka have been working on
Skinner,1Whose store the boys burg
The officers of the cadet battalion of the proposed new depot to be erectand was an hon- larized
the new schedules for several weeks White House reception
Monday morning. In ad- at the school have decided to provide
was pres- dition toearly Skinner
he
Thereafter
ored
guest.
the
with the expectation of having them
robbery, the lads themselves with the regulation army ed by that road in this city
Miss
Mr. Kern and a force of engineers
a
at
ent
given
by
reception
stole various articles
admit, that
completed about January 1st.
suits' of olive drab color. These will looked over the ground, especially
Taft being the hon- from Raabethey
Boardman,
Judge
hardware
and
Mauger's
An official said today:
all the commissioned off- that opposite the capitol on the west
be worn
ored guest, was also present. Gover store; Leon Mandell's
place; the Al- icers and bywill add"The work of revising these sched- nor
Committeeand National
very much to the side, between Montezuma avenue and
buquerque Carriage company and J.
ules is a big job, but we have thought man Curry
Solomon Luna will appear be- Korber and company, ' Both lads have general appearance of the battalion.
Cerrillos road. The engineers took
it out carefully and feel justified in fore the House committee on ways
measurements and made blue prints
and
trouble
much
given, the police
making several changes.
which were forwarded to H. W. Sharp,
and means to protest against the plac- their appearance in co.urt yesterday HALE CHOSEN CHAIRMAN
"The living expenses of the working
of certain New Mexico products, was not the first one.
general
superintendent of the system.
ing
CAUCUS.
OF REPUBLICAN
man have increased and they demand such as wool, hides, lumber, coal, zinc,
Mr. Kern was called to Las Vegas
higher, wages, therefore we are com- copper, lead, beef cattle, sheep and
reWashington, Dec. 9. A largely at- last evening. He had intended
pelled to raise our shipment prices, manufactured lumber oil the free list. LAS VEGAS PUBLIC SCHOOL
will return at a
but
maining
longer
senators
of
caucus
Reublican
tended
'
SUPERINTENDENT RESIGNS
notably on grain and livestock.
elected Eugene later date. Meanwhile Mr. Sharp will
today unanimously
.
SCORE INJURED IN ..
of
Hale
the
chairman
Republican cau- look over the matter and render a de
BLEACHED FLOUR
Las Vegas, N.' M., Dec. 9. Professor
BLACK HAND OUTRAGE.
W. B. Allison. cision in regard to the site. '."
to
the
cus
succeed
late
PLACED UNDER BAN
,
R. R, Larkin tendered his resignation
It is understood that, Mr. Sharp,'
carries with it the chairof city The position
as well as other officials, are desirous
New York, Dec, 9. More than a in writing as superintendent
of
the
Republican steering
manship
Washington, Dec. 9. Secretary of score of persons were injured, five se- schools at a regular meeting of the committee of the senate which de- of locating the depot as far .up town
understood
announced
Wilson
is
school
board
It
today
Agriculture
Monday
termines all (the impdrflant legisla- as possible.
riously, and a hundred or more thrown
his decision that flour bleached with into a panic early today when a bomb that he will now devote his entire tion of that
body.
PRESIDENT CASTRO
nitrogen peroxide was an adulterated was hurled int0 the airsnaftof a ten time to the interests of the Ginn and
NEARS DESTINATION.
street. The company, Chicago, educational puoproduct and cannot be legally som m nmmt on west sixty-thir- d
WESTERN UNION DECLARES
'.'''.'''
the District of Columbia or the territo- - hous0 was badly wrecked. It was Ushers.
ries or be transported as interstate occuple(1 exclusively by Italians. An
Professor Rufus Mead, iprincipal of REGULAR QUARTERLY DIVIDEND. Santander, Spain, Dec. 9 The French
commerce, Owing to the immense quan- - investigation developed that threaten-tit- y the high school, will succeed to the
Steamer Guadalupe with President
New York, Dec. 9. Directors of the Castro of Venezuela aboard, came in
of bleached flour now on hand' th lng letters had been received by many superlntendency of the city schools at
'
Western Union Telegraph company here today. Castro will continue
secretary will recommend no prosecif-- '0 them during the past few months. a salary' of $100 per month.
per aboard the stea'mer to Bordeaux and
tion of manufacturers or sellers for, The exDlosion was terrific. The con
Mips Muriel Hill will act as prin- today declared a dividend of
r
six months from this date.
travel thence to Berlin. He has come
cussion shook buildings blocks away. cipal of the high school, at a salary of cent. This is an increase of
'
ter per cent, compared with the last to Europe with the intention of set-$90 per monthy
previous quarter.
BAPTIST, ORPHANAGE
NATIONAL CONSERVATION
tling Venezuela's international quar;
AND SANATORIUM
COMMISSION IN SESSION JOHN L. SULLIVAN TIRES OF
rels, it is said. The president' health
1908-ESTIMATE
is good.
OF
Roswell, N, M., Dec. 9. At the BapDIVORCE.
FOR
Washington, Dec. 9. The National
ASKS
WIFE'
,,;
COTTON PRODUCTION.
tist convention here a committee was Conservation Commission today begarvi
SEVERAL OUTBREAKS
appointed to report at next year's! its conferences with the governors of
Chicago, Dec. 9. John L. Sullivan,
IN NORTHERN HAYTI.
meeting on the possibility and advisa- - j the different states, which will prob-bilit- former champion heavyweight pugilist,
Washington, Dec. 9. The Departof establishing a Baptist orphan- - ably result in some concerted plan to today filed a suit for divorce against ment of Agriculture estimate the cotCape Haytien , Hayti, Dec. 9.
age somewhere."- - in' New Mexico and be mapped out for the conservation his .wife, now said to be living' at ton production of 1908-- , at 12,920,-0.0- 0 Revolutionary outbreak in several
another committee to take the same of the nation's natural resources. More CentervUle, Rhode Island. The charge
bales. The estimate on the pro- towns of the republic are reported.
action with reference to a sanatorium than thirty states and territories were is infidelity. The marriage occurred duction of bales includes Texas with General Robillard has started for the
' in 1883.
.
at some point in this territory.
.
3,917,000. .
s
scene of disorders.
,
represented by their chief executive.

and Have Not Agreed
Uncle Joe Get
Upon Plan of
Action
Together
t
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WE

BIG

:T0 RE.

HUCKLEBERRY

WEDNESDAY,

FARMING.

ESTABLISHED

Agriculture With a Match In the Timber Regions.
"It may seem incredible to those
iu or traveled
wtio tmve iKMi'i' livi-much Ihi'ouprh timber districts where
to
on
catch
Whenjou
the huckleberry is indigenous," said
ofnative of such district, "lint it is a fat"
we're
that
the fact
that there is a tribe of shiftless person:
In all such returns who systematical!:
best
fering you the
and without regard to law, property
clothes ever shown in or life set lire to woods or cut ovc
laud adjacent to woods simply to in
the area of huckleberry bushes
this;town, you be sur crease
"There is only one way In which
can be cultivated, am
prised that you 'have huckelberries
the huckleberry farmer does not ueei
own an inch of land, if he has the
neglected the oppor- to
title to one simple luclfer match Ik
can put thousands of acres under cultitunity so long. Every vation
in a very short time,
"He has only to light the match nm'
touch It to the dry leaves and branches'
on the ground, either iu early sprhi?
or late fall, and his cultivation Is soon
under way. No matter what grew ou
the ground before lire swept it bare
huckleberry bushes will never fail to
spring up luxuriantly from the ashes
suit and overcoat in and scorched soil. They will be in
abundant bearing the next season.
good What the result may have been In loss
the store
of life or property does not concern
who reap the benefit.
catch; and you'll rea- the persons
"Msuiy of the fires that devastate our
forests every year may be traced to
lize it as soon as , you tills reckless
and deliberate making
or improving of huckleberry patches.
see them.
I remember one Instance particularly
where the setting lire to the brush on
a huckleberry barren in northern
resulted in a forest fire that
'e'vR arot, snm
rf the finest things here that MAUI
swept over a KJ.(lOt) acre limber tract,
SCHAFFNER & MAttX ever muue; they're special
doing incalculable damage to the standthiriir produced for us, and for you.
ing timber and reducing to nxlsiiv.fiy
We'll show you some of the smartest styles in fine
000 feet of logs and lumber and
overcoats; new ideas tor this season both in fabrics ana
cords of tanbark. representing a
in models; nobody in the whole country offers such values
money value of nearly $".'0,000. Twentas we do in our Hart Schaffuer & Marx tine clothes. It's
y, persons were burned to death air!
the same iu suits. We show you the "testin the market; at thirty so badly burned that seven of
low price, Every dollar you pay here gpt value.
The
them died from their injuries.
This Stove is the Horn of HAIST
huckleberry crop gathered from this
cultivation of that barren waste perSCHAFFNER:' & MARX clothes
haps realized .J00 to the cultivators.
Washington Post.

18C6

DECEMBER

9, 1908,

INCORPORATED

Selkman Bros

1903.

Co.

i1

sr 5

is'ia

Your affinity may love you but
She will not darn your Sox
All

women use

Woman who suffer from

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

$200.
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as ow as $10 and as high
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates arc
reasonaDle. Call and spe us before borrowing.
iltJ

Win.

rAAlJ

A.

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone

The largest and the only

up-to-d-

Douglas.

Ail amusing incident occurred in McLean COUillJ', 111., iit till' liiv.l court
wh loll Klt'itlien A. Douglas, tin; famous
ptiliiicau. attended after bis election

SIX PAIRS
FOR

se-

HEROINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Falls, Tex. writes: I find Heroine the best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and mynelf a world of
good. I recommend it to my

Hie
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MO.

P. O. Box 219.
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Sold and Recommended by
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SIZES AND COLORS

MUIllGr each

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS,

Guaranteed to Wear Six Month

& CHILDREN
PhftPTNY
JL 11UU111.A.
Fashions' Smartest Innovation

- PRICE 50c.

-

S5i!

MEN WOMEN,

friends."

Half a

o-

the Leading

Century

EACH
50c.
Phone No.

Dry Goods House

B6.

In me

City.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

discbarges info t lie mouth of Its young
n secretion which in color resembles

4F

0

blood.
All His Doing.
Miss Chellus Is If really so that
you're engaged to Mr. lioxley? Miss
rectus (calmly) It is. Miss Chellus
My, he was a great catch! Miss Techls
I beg your pardon; catcher. Philadelphia Tress.

An Incident In the Ccreer of Stephen

at SALMON Store

Phone 103.

HiS SPELLIN

F3QVED

Toe proof Hosiery

vere headaches, and all disea-e-s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.

lVnn-s.vlvani-

"0,-CC-

YOU SHOULD BUY

careful

Economy in Fuel

Appearance
Cleanliness
There is Nothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air.

Too Considerate.

Judge You say you went Into the
room nt night quite unintentionally?

Why. then, had you taken off your
shoes? Burglar 'Cause, jedge. I heard
There were dere was somebody lyln' ill In de house.
us prosocuiins attorney.
Home Magazine.
munv indictments to lie drawn, writes
Professor Allen .loliusou in his life of
Douglas, and the new jirosecuiiny; at For That Dull Feeling After Eating.!
THEY NEVER GO OUT
torney in his haste wrote the name ol
the county M'Clean instead of McLean. and Liver Tablets for some time, and
Uis professional brethren were greatly can testify that they have done me
tuuused at this evidence of inexperiCOLES
THE ORIGINAL
COLES
more good than any tablets I have
ence and made merry over the blunder. ever used. My trouble was a heavy,
and only Absolutely
Downdraft
Magazine for
Finally John T. Stuart, subsequently dull feeling after eating." David Free
Air
Hard Cold
Air
Tight
Tight
Douglas' political rival, moved that all man, Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tabthe indictments be quashed.
Judge. lets strengthen the stomach, and ImLogan looked at the discomfited youth prove the digestion.
They also reguand asked what he bad to say to sup- late the liver and bowels.
cuts represent the nearest aproach
The
They are
port the indictments.
far superior to pills but cost no more.
to
modern
heating of anything ever placed on the
Smarting under the gibes of Stuart. Get a free sample at all druggists and
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
Douglas replied obstinately that he see what a splendid medicine it is.
had nothing to say, as he supposed the
in securing the agency for this line and respect
court would not quash the indictments
The Bon Ton restaurant Is now un
fully invite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
until the point bad been proved. This
of Hugh F.
der
the
management
of baviDg purchased heavily. We are in position
answer caused more merriment, but
who has bought out the interest
the judge decided that the court could
to make exceedingly low prices.
of John V. Conway. It will be knowi.
not rule upon the matter until the preCafe and a
cise spelling in the statute creating the hereafter as the Capital
will be made of both short
specialty
county had been ascertained.
No one doubted what the result orders and regular meals. It is Mr.
Phone
would be, but at least Douglas had the DuVal's intention to give Santa Fe a
first-clas-s
restaurant
satisfaction of causing his critics some strictly
No 14
delay, for the statutes had to be procured from an adjoining couuty.
To the astonishment of court and
bar and of Douglas himself it appeared
that be had spelled the name correctDIAMONDS
IN THE CATRON BLOCK
WATCHES
ly. To the Indescribable chagrin of
the learned Stuart the court promptly Continuous Performance 7:30-9:3p- sustained all the indictments.
The M.
feCabXvuiw.ct'VLxax at
.
.
.
Evea Tested a nri
young attorney was in high feather Admission
10c RIGHT PRICES
Y 11 A
Ih M KiUIn U
(VI !h
and made the most of his triumph.
i
MATINEE.
1 1L,1V1JUL.
RIGHT GOObL
Fitted By Up-tThe incident taught him a useful les3:30
Saturday at
sonhenceforth he would admit noth- Children
5c RIGHT SERVICE
-Date Method.
ing and require his opponents to prove ENTIRE
CHANGE OF PROGRAM
everything that bore upon the case In
CUT GLA88, CHINA AND SIVERWtrtE.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
hand.
MS fen Franciaeo Street, 8anta Fa. - N. M.
FRIDAY.

Tight Heaters

"ICS.

itore i Santa Fa.

Thanksgiving!

abce

Chickens and Turkeys

Du-Va- l,

Alive or Dressed

w

Booths Oysters
FRUIT NUTS & VEGETABLES

j

IN SEASON

BIJOU THEATER

f

Winter Grocery

Co.

HARDWARE CO. 1

H C. YQNTZ

0

.
lI

i't-UH-vm-

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone No. 40.

i

CALL AfID SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8'.

8

Diamonds .Watches, Clocks
Jewelry Silverware, Decorated
China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

C

3. Cflfty
apiM,

n

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

'

JEWELERY

TONIGHT'S

His Curiosity Satisfied.

wealthy tradesman who had been
drinking the waters of Bath. England,
took a fancy to try those of Bristol.
Armed with a letter of introduction
A

from his Bath physician to a professional brother at Bristol, the old gen
tleman set off on his journey. On the
way he said to himself, "I wonder
what Dr. Blank has advised the Bristol physician iii regard to my case?"
and, giving w ay to curiosity, he opened the letter and read:
Dear Doctor The bearer Is a fat Wiltshire clothier; make the most of him.
Yours professionally,

J. BLANK.

Pelican and Flamingo.
The hook of the pelican's bill Is red.
and undoubtedly the fable that the
pelican feeds its young with blood
from Its own breast originated in the
bird's habit of pressing the bill upon
the breast in order to more easily
empty the pouch, when the red tip
might be mistaken for blood. Another
explanation Is that the pelican became
foufused with the flamingo, which

arc

PROGRAM

"Uncle Bill's Bull."
"Masquerade in Paris."
"All Is Fair in Love and War."
"Easy Money."
"Romance of a Far Country."
Illustrated song, "My Irish Rose."

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

T

STUDIES
.

LARGE QUANTITIES

and small quantities at prices
that make it worth your while to
purchase all.

LUMBER
of us.

TUESDAY

Farming Timbers, Siding

Joist Shingles and every

requi-

SEPT.

site of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will. feel
sure of a continuance of your
'
atronagp.

W. Duitovr

.1
F0R

1st.

"

apdhkssLARS

BROTHER HERMES,
PRESIDENT.

We D
OF ANY BETTER REMEDY "FOR COUGHS,
COLDS AND BRONCHITS THAN COMPOUND
"

-

WHITE PINE TAR MENTHABOLATED

SOLO BY
PHONE.
NO. 213.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

PHONE.
NO. 213.
ii

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

9, 1908.

There is more Catarrh In tbis sec
tion of the countvy than all other diS'
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incur--ablf?'or a great
niauy years doctors
pronounced it a local disiao and prescribed local remedhj and, by
falling to cut'3 witb local treatment, pronounced it incu-abl- e.
Science
has proven caarrh to be a constitutional disease and therefore requires con-

tcn-;stan!- y

Catar-- h
stitutional treatment.
V.
J. Cheney
Cure, manufactured by
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, Js the only
cure on the market. It Is taken
internally in doses, from 10 drops to
a teaspoonful. It acts directly on the
"blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred dollars
for any case it fails to cure. Send for
circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
cons'i-tution-

Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by druggists, 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for

The Normandie Hote!, Santa Fe'a
popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now un
der the management of Hugh F. Du
Val. Extensive improvements are be
3ng made, the cuisine
materially improved and the new landlord proposes
to make the Normandie the best moderate priced hotel in the territory.
Give this hotel a try.

SANTA

The Famous Falstaff Beeb

KRICK
.HENRY
Sole Agent for
T

17th, 190S.

November
Notice is hereby given that Higinlo
Martinez, son of Jose Maria Martinez
y Sandoval, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on October 12th, 1903, made Homestead Entry No. 7675 (02541), for S
Section
2
and N 2 SW
NW
26, Township 17 N., Range 10 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inFive vear
tention to make Final
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver, at Santa Fe. N. M., on the
24th day of December, 190S.
Claimant names as witnesses: DavN. II.,
id Rodriguez, of Santa Fe
Simon Vigil, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Juan
Lujan, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Matias
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
1-- 4

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
or practical life under modern conditions. Complete

Civil

Eco-nomic-

Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul'
ture, courses jn Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

W. E.
.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

lug

CO.

Line

120 San Francisco St.
Call up

1

32 Black for Carriages.

ROSWELL,

respects.
A. Cahoon, President; W
President; J, Phelps White,
Atkinson Secretary, and W
and

Illustrated

JA.

catalogue

W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

OJO

is the Lest lamp (or
ii

all-rou-

n.

ii
i.ii
house-

-

i

hold purposes,
uivcs a clear,
i
i
i i
steady Iinhl.
Made ct brass tnrougnout ana nicKel
plated.
Equipped" vilH ihe litest improved central
drall burner. Handsome
simple satislaclory. Lvcry

it

.

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
(Incorporated)

Lincoln County.
Six of the Huningtons at the mill
at Parsons are running; C5 men are
working at the mine.
Socorro County.
Considerable mining is being done
in Socorro county, in the Kelly and
the Magdalena districts. The Kelly
mine is being worked by the
company, for which It. W. Bull,
usual
of Kelly, is manager. The
amount of development work is being
done, and considerable ore la being
shinned. The Key and Tip Top group
of claims to the east of the Kelly mine
and higher in the Magdalena mountains is being worked steadily. The
ore bins are filled with ore of good
grade, while a large tonnage of ore
lies broken in the stopes. It is supposed that thin group of mines, which
is being worked by the Boston Development company, will probably resume shipments in the near future.
C. T. Brown, of Socorro, is manager.
two
Mr. Brown is also
developing
n

These celebrated Hot Springe art lo- est alkalln Hot Springs In the world.
cated Jn the midet of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these waters haa
mllec west of been thoroughly tested by the miracDwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty milea north of Santa ulous curea attested to In the followFa, and about twelve milea from
ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Station, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'a Disease
Grande Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur.
dally line of stage rune to the apringt. ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
The temperature of theae waters, la Grippe, all Female Complaints,
etc.
from 90 to 12?. degreea. The gases are Coard, lodging and bathing 12.50 per
.arbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
ery dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and walta
round. Ther la now a commodious ho- for Santa Fe' rain upen request Thie
tel for the convenience of Invalids and resort Is attractive at all seasons an
tourists. People suffering from Con- is open all winter. Passengers for OJo
sumption, cancer, and other contagi- Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
ous diseases, are not accepted. Theae and reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m., thr
waters contain 1,626.24 gralna of alka- same day. For further particulars ar
line aalta to the gallon, being the rich dress:
o

--

Mining

M1H1.

CALIEfffli f0T SPRINGS.
Bar-anc-

lamp guaranteed.
II you cannot get healer or lamp at your dealer's,
write our nearest agency lor descriptive circular.

AND

MEXICO.

1

.

TheJ3aLamp
ii

MIMES

NEW

"The Wen Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Ilealthlets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
Iq the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Oflicors and Instructors, all graduates from .stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all
REGENTS E.
G, Hamilton, Vine
Treasurer; W, M.
A Fllyan
For particulars
address.
COL.

company

of

Mogollon.

active
in
reports
operations
that camp. The Little Fanny, which
was bought last August by the Socorro
Mines company, is constructing a power plant on the Whitewater from where
electricity will run all themachinery.
and a pipe line is being finished to
convey water from the stream three
miles away. The Last Chance, which
Is said to have produced 50 per cent
of the gold and silver output of New
Mexico for the last four years, is still
producing in a very satisfctory manner, and the Top, though a new proposition, is down about 2G0 feet. It is
expected to sink the shaft to about
700 feet.

Grant County.
Three shifts are making about five
feet a day in the Hand Car tunnel at
Sylvanite, and the work is said to be
very satisfactory. A blacksmith shop
has been built at the mouth of the
tunnel. Several strangers have been
encountered and some good looking
rock brought to camp. A depth of
abf)'ut 500, feet will have been attained
when the tunnel is driven that distance on the claim. The first mine car
in Sylvanite was put in commission
other promising properties, the Alham- Thanksgiving morning on this propbra and the Germany Tunnel, both erty and will be kept rolling twenty-fouhours a day.
near the Kelly mine, and is also min
ing zinc and lead carbonates from his
Good Cough Medicine for Children.
lease in the upper workings of the
The season for coughs and colds is
mine.
Kelly
now at hand and too niuch care cannot
the
owned
At the Graphic group,
by
be used to protect the children.
A
Ozark, Mining and Smelting company, child
is
much
more
to
contract
likely
considerable ore is developed. In the
or scarlet fever when he
upper workinss there are large stopes diphtheria
has a cold. The quicker you cure his
of lead and zinc carbonates, while in
cold the less the risk. Chamberlain's
the workings from the Waldo adit conCough Remedy is the sole reliance of
zinc,
ore
siderable sulphide
containing
many mothers, and few of those who
lead and copper has been developed.
have tried it are willing to use any
Joseph Brown, of Kelly, is manager.
other. Mrs. F. F. Starcher, of Ripley,
Simeon Exeter is mining some good W. Va.,
says: "I have never used
ore, containing lead ana copper, from anything other than Chamberlain's
his lease on the Young America mine.
Cough Remedy for my chidreln and
At the Cavern and Grand Ledge mines, it has
always given good satisfaction."
wfiere the ore contains copper, lead This
contains no opium or
remedy
and cold, development is going stead other narcotic and
may be given as
of
ily ahead under the management
to a child as to an adult.
confidently
At the
B. A. Stattz of Albuquerque.
For sale by all druggists.
mines of the Mistletoe Mining company and the Magdalena Tunnel com- TIME
TABLE ALL LINES
pany, which are both operated under
the management of W. F. Gordon, of
Kelly, considerable good ore contain- Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Complied According to Scedule of
ing lead and zinc has been developed.
Trains Now in Effect.
As a result the companies are conNEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
sidering the building of a mill to treat
the ore. At the 'Success .group of No. 1. Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
2:25 d. m.
claims controlled by John Hill, of
No. 2. Nortbbound, arrives in Santa
Kelly, the 400 feet of development
Fe at 5:20 p. m.
work has opened up considerable good
Main Line Via Lamy.
ore. William Martin has the Stone
Wall mine under lease and is shipping No. 7 will stop at ail stations. Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passene
zinc, lead and gold ores.
The Hardscrabble Extension, which is gers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
being developed by the Copper Ridge
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
to
begin
is
about
Mining company,
west
at Lamy, waiting only for No.
and
shlnninc. The ore carries gold,
10 from the south, and No. 3 from
is
of
Magdalena
copper. George Keith
the east
in charge of the mine.
The Keystone & Barrister group, of
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
claims, two miles northeast of Mag- No. 426 Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe
dalena in the Magdalena basin, has at 10:45 a. m.
of
developed quite a large reserve
No. 425 Westbound, arrives in Santa
mill
cold ore. A
Fe 3:40 p. m.
has been ordered. P. A. McMahan, of
r

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering and in Household

New Mexico Military Institute

i

A bath in a cold room is a
shivery" operation and is extremely
liable to cause colds. The bathroom
above all should be kept warm.
This is easy and the bath is a

one filling.

1-- 2

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

m

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

1

1-- 4

OF

v

Il may be carried from any other room to the bath room, which
it will heat while you arc preparing for the bath.
Impossible
to turn it too high or too low. The most economical heater
.
. I
I
i
r
intense neat lor y nours witn
you can buy

November
Notice is hereby given that Simon
Lujan, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
October 12th, 1903, made Homestead
SW
Entry, No. 7676 (02542), for S
NW
Section
Sec. 26 and N
35, Township 17 N., Range 10 E., N.
M., P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final Five year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
24th day of December, 1908.
Claimant names at witnesses: David Rodriguez, of Santa Fe, N. M., Simon Vigil, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Juan
Lujan, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Matias
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

i!

-- i

PER FECTIOM

'

N. M.
1908.
17th,

a

JTX

v

(Notice for Publication.)
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

1-- 2

For aarm
Bath Room'

i

comfort il you have a

FOREST NOT COAL LAND.

SODA WATER,

efl

W
JJjll

(Xottce for Publication.)
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Muscular Pains Cured.
the summer of 1903 I was
"During
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER troubled with muscular pains in the
insten of my foot." says Mr. S. Ped
And All Kiaci ol Mineral Water.
lar, of Toronto; Oont. "At times it
was so painful I could hardly walk.
Pain Balm was recomChamberlain's
Any flavor yoM Deair.
mended to me, so I tried it and was
Ball Oreen
Orders Filltd for Any AeiMRt.
completely cured by one small bottle.
will Heceiva Prvm Artaattea.
I have since recommended It to several of my friends, all of whom speak
Phons 3&
highly of it." For sale by all
WlMiTHml twal
"a, .

A
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FOREST NOT COAL LAND.
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The New Mexican can Co printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities to rturning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the West

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

J

ANTONIO JOSEPH.
OfoC.el'tn1.

Proorietor.

Tn Cnnntv

W

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express forwarders
TO

All

Parts of tk World.

Save Money and Inconvenience byPurchasingiWells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout jtherUnited States. Canada. Mexico
and all ForeignfCountries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ASL B U Q U E R Q U E
been'established eighteen years. It has

,

Has
seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one forewomen. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.

i SCHOOLS

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

Second Semester Begins January 4, 1909.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE
TJJSri--

ERSITY

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

high-grad-

DRY GOODS CO.

ADOLF SELIGMAN
TriHi

i

i

bk.

'
t

Twe Weeks

Special Sale of Mtest

-

nly

V

Novei- -

ties in Fall and Winter Dress

p

Magdalena, is in charge. Considerable
work is also ibeing done at the Burton
and the Russell groups in Magdalena
basin. This development work under
the direction of Wayne Russell, of
Magdalena, has opened up considerable

ore carrying lead, copper and gold.
At the Silver. Line group of claims
In Magdalena basin a well denned vein,
9 feet wide, has been opened up. The
ore contains considerable vanadium
combined with lead, copper and sil
ver. '; Beautiful crystals of vanadanite
occur in the ore. A. L. Heister, of
Kellv. Is in charge of this property
Considerable
gold ore has
been developed at the Carbonate and
Last Chance properties in Magdalena
basin. H. F. Briltensteln,. of Magdalena, Is in charge of these two mines.
N M
J. B. Coffey, president of the "Top"

GUI. PLACE
OTTO RETSCH,

Proprieto

BEEN. '
FROM A PINT UP

FALtTAFF BOTTLED
ANY QUANTITY

Fine Wines, Liquors
SEST SIDE OP PLAZA

.:

:

4

free-millin-

Cigars

SANTA FE

g

ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA F E
Lamy Branch.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
No. 720
8:25 a. m.
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
No. 724
7:20 p. m.
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
No. 721
.11:10 a. m.
No. 723
6:50 p. m
No. 725
10:55 p. m
No. 720 Connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
east,' and No. 3, Limited, west, at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
Lamy.
No.. 7 carries Bl Paso steeper,
Noi 724 connects with Nos, 7 and 9,
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, east- bound..' ;"

...........

Subscribe for the New Mexican.

U. S. MAII, AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
8ervlce Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 hours between
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these points ovr any other rout
Full equipment of modern Cars to
ind Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to pasaes
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and expert Chaufe and all points in the Esrtancia Val- feurs !u charge of every Car. Seats
reserved on Auto by applying to
ley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Agent of El Paso & Southwestern Hy
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains tor or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico. s ,.;
Railway
Laggage allowance 60 lbs. Any
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can be carrier'
ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at Roswell.
:: ::

J W. STOCKARD

Manager.

pg- 627 wan

Franclaco Strert.

inaian ana fnexiG3n Viares

ana

curios

Blanket, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,

Opata, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Qamt .
OUR MOTTO: Te Hava the Beat of Everything In

0r

'

Una,

iAYTA FE KEW MEXICAN, SANTA
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SXXTA FE NEW

M EX I OA N.

d, which, if

FE, N. M.

WEDNESDAY,

regular' and legal in all

panticulars," will Xb0n;ba approved1 by
the President and an election for.',leg-islatlvand state ''officers will then be

i

Secretary and Treasurer New.Mexi- -

e

jNG CpMPANY, PUBLISHCRS.

"THE NEW MEXICAN PRINT

JOHN k. STAUFTER,

MAX. FROST, Editor.

Sec'y-Trea-

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Postofflce.

e.

had at whlcli the political complexion
of the new state will be declared by
the voters. About 56,000 votes were
cast in the last election and should
the state election take place next No- vembar this number can be counted
upon to 'be increased to 00,000. Thi ;
estimate of more voters is very conservative and will be found correct.
It seems that statehood for New Mex-- j

1

Mining Engineer,

CO

ATTORN
,

Bcftopl

8ocorr67

EYS-ATLA-

,oi,,Min;

Ci

yvffi

:

"

V

Mexico

"t..w

DECEMBER

9, 1908..

NOT COAL1 tANO,
,..(NoUce. For Publication.)
DVpartroenf' 9 th.' interior;
Tj;!S.''Latid:OfffCe';'t' SantaFe, N. M.

;:WM6mW
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Notice is hereby giyen tb,at Matias
fVUlanueva, NVjM., who,
Carrillo,
on March' 10th, 1903, made h'omestend
EE
entry No. 7444 (0189), for S
SW
Sec. 20 and S
Sec. 21,.
township 11 N., Range 14 E N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day
of December, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ortiz, Juan Ortiz, Telesforo Mes-ta- s,
Cirlaco Ortiz, all of Villatiueva, N.

MAX FROST,

tf

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
P.anta Fe
New Mexico
(3.75
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
Office with the New Mexican Print.20
'
Daily, per week, by carrier
. 2.00
G. W. PRICHARD
ing Company.
Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier.. . .75
New Mexico
Santa Fe
1.00
Attorney and Counselor at Law
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
Practicog in all the District Courts
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
and gives special attention to cases
OSTEOPATHY
before the Territorial Supreme court.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Ke, N. M.
treats acute and
Successfully
chronic
diseases
without drugs or
to
In
Mexico.
It
tent
New
ii
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
medicines. No charge for consultacirculation
and
as
a
growing
Attorney-ct-Lalarge
every postofflce in the Territory, and
tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
ico la assured during the year 1901).
Las
of the Southwest.
New Mexico Hour:
Crucei
ve
and
people
empress!
the
among
m..
intelligent
t. m. 'Phon 158.
A. W. POLLARD
MORAL ADVANCE IN POLITICS.
DR. F. C. BAKES.
Attorney-at-LaM.
The' people of the country are cer-- '
Oculist.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
District Attorney, Luna County.
Office Hours,
A. M.,
P. M,
tainly subject to congratulation in the Demins,
New Mexico
Register.
matter of the action of the two great,
Phone C15. Suite 9 Barnett Bldg.
doubt
would
CASmade
were
it
TYRANT
public
tory
OF
THE
END
THE
EDWARD C. WADE.
New Mexico
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
political parties in having their chairAlbuquerque
less be found that some of the pres- men and secretaries contribute full and
TRO.
Attorney-at-Laent members have been only too glad correct information
Practices in ,he Supreme and DisCastro, the little mestizo dictator of to
concerning the
hide behind the speaker's chair durCourts of the Territory, in the
trict
for
made
to
contributions
then'
years,
many
Venezuela,
campaign
unhappy
4
a heated political campaign.
for party purposes during the recent Probate Courts and before the U, S.
has himfplf terminated his bloodthirs- ing
Recently in discussing the speaker- presidential campaign.
Purveyor General and U. S. "Land
ty and tyrannical career as dictator of
Offices.
the alleged republic of Venezuela in ship question Representative Gardner
a
Collier's Weekly, a paper that has
to
the
has
New Mexico
30
Las Cruces,
Massachusetts
of
gone
the
past
Central America. During
4
very large circulation and is rather inof the real issue. He says:
4
heart
peoeven
the
robbed
poor,
lie
ha?
in politics, makes the folyears
dependent
C.
ABBOTT
E.
OF SANTA FE.
to vote on
and
how
decide
not
imshall
country
of
"I
that
right
unhappy
ple
lowing timely remarks upon this
Attorney-at-Laleft, has had the leading men, and, in the speakership until I know the portant situation in American politics;
Practice In the District and Sufact,' every one who had any property, names of the candidates; but person"The publication of the party con- preme Courts.
Prompt and carful t The oldest hanking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1870
shot and confiscated the property, ally I am much more interested in a tributions is a moral milestone. The attention iven to all busir-essJOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
great or small, for his own benefit. The change in the rules than in the speak- last campaign was conducted on a Santa Fe,
New Mexico fr RUFUS J. PALEN. President.
duties which he collected from foreign ership. If we members of the house higher plane than any other in the
ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President
A. B. RENEHAN
imports and exports lie kept himself, continue to adopt rules abandoning our country's history. This country, in its
Assistant Cashier
Attorney-at-Laand for the support of the assassins power and shifting our responsibility national affairs, leans to party governPractices in the Supreme and Disand bandits whom he called his army to the speaker's shoulders, we must ment; no third parly has ever made
and whose members would rather be not go buck to our constituents and conspicuous headway or held the bal- trict Courts: Mining and Land Law a
undivided Profits, $63,600.
I Capital Stock, $150,000. Surplus nd
killing their fellow citizens than eat-i- plead the baby act because he accepts ance of power. The Independence specialty. Office in Catron block.
Santa Fe,
New, Mexico
sc.
Tt is said that during the many that power, when we cheerfully leave
league, with a
Georgian
and
all
the
of
to
bear
his
him
tyranny
outrageous
responsibility.
as
vice
for
its
candidate
yoiirs
president, got
Loans
CHARLES F. EASLEY
Transacts a general banking business in all Ita branches.
murderous oppression of the poor Heretofore the rules have been pre eighty-threvotes in Georgia, fewer
'
General.)
Surveyor
(Late
'brown-skihneI money on the moot favorable terms on all kinds of personal and' col 2
inhabitants of that richi scribed by a majority of the party than the number of Mr. Graves' perAttorney-at-Latropical region, he has put by about caucus: in other words, by a majority sonal friends. Whatever, therefore,
Land and Mining business a (rpec- lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
twenty millions of dollars, which large of the majority, and the motive .power raises party organizations to higher ialty.
sum, although obtained by murder and has been supplied by a still small sub- moral planes is good. The publication Santa 7?e,
New Mexico
Its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and foreign exchange and
'robbery, is safely invested by him in division of the house. The time has of contributions, voluntary, because
now come when those of us who are no national law requires it, epitomizes
J
GEORGE B. BARBER.
makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
European banking institutions.
of
one
do
three
and
Counsellor
Law
at
must
dissatisfied
Pueblo
things
to
Attorney
Chieftain,
the
According
many a moral parasang. A conscienI world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting
Practice In the District Court and
we must carry the party caucus; tious president need no longer fear to
President Castro of Venezuela is at
agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
the present time crossing the Atlantic we must refuse to caucus on the rules be alone with his campaign treasurer Supreme Courta of the Territory.
busiI
all
to
attention
believe
we
must
or
shut
at
given
up.
as
Prompt
all,
ocean for the purpose,
announced,
lest he be told who, now concerned
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
of securing the service of a German that our best chance lies in the second with executive decisions, contributed; ness.
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
New Mexico
he can pick up each morning's paper Lincoln County,
surgeon for an operation. The doctor line of procedure."
'
ixecutes all orders of Its patrons In he banking line, and alrr.9 to
whose name has been mentioned in
without fear of life insurance investi
FRANK W. CLANCY
this connection denies that any ar- RANGE FOR AMERICAN CATTLE gations or any embarrassing revelaI
xtend to thrm as liber. I treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
Attorney-at-Lahis
can
A
fill
treasurer
tion.
rangement has been made, and there
campaign
SMALL.
GROWING
District Attorney For Second Judic
with wafety and the principles of found banking. 8afety deposit boxes
office with dignity and self respect; he ial District. Practices in the District
is similar denial from the proprietor
The thousands of settlers who are
of the ssanitarium where the alleged
need no longer be a fat fryer dealing Court and the Supreme Court of the
for rent. The patronage of the pjblic - respectfully solicited.
now pouring into the range country of
A
in
threats.
ant
operation was to take place.
implted
promises
also
the
before
United
Territory;
the Rocky Mountain section are talcThese peculiar facts in connection ing up the public domain by the hun- campaign manager is no longer in the States Supreme Court in Washington.
New Mexico
with the conditions in Venezuela have dreds of thousands of acres annually disagreeable and suspicious position of Albuquerque,
given rise to a strong suspicion that and therefore are circumscribing the one who must receive and disburse
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
President Castro has taken advantage public range, the use of which they large and indefinite sums of money
Attorneys-at-Lafar."
his1
We
without
have
make
gone
to
auditing.
of the opportunity
escape have enjoyed gratis for many years.
in the District Courts as
Practice
from Venezuela before he should be This is the case in New Mexico, as
as
well
before
the Supreme Court yi
dodriven out by foreign invasion or
well as in the states of the arid region PROHIBITION FOR NEW MEXICO. the Territory.
mestic revolt.
The question of the prohibition of Las Cruces
and in Arizona. This fact compels
WILLIAM VAUGHN. Ptopi.
New Mexico
It has been known and freely pub- the cattle raisers, especially those the sale of intoxicating liquors in the
MARK B. THOMPSON
lished for many years that Castro was who own large herds, to look for cat- Sunshine' Territory, and future state
Attorney-at-Laaccumulating a large fortune safely tle ranges elsewhere and many 'of is being strongly agitated all over New
District Attorney Eighth District.
deposited in European banks, and it these American livestock rajsers have Mexico and the best and the most
has been generally predicted that he already gone to the grazing sections solid citizens favor absolute prohibi Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero
would end his career as dictator, as of Mexico and many others are pre- tion and a statute making the engaging
New Mexico
in the liquor traffic a misdemeanor Las Cruces,
others before him had done, by flight paring to go there.
to Europe. This is what appears to
a
fine
and
penitentiary
The Denver Republican, viewing this punishable by
HARVIE DUVAL.
have happened, and the general belief great mqvement of live stock to the imprisonment.
There is no question
Attorney-at-Lais that he will never return to the
Republic of Mexico, makes the follow- among the sensible and patriotic citi Land, Mining and Corporation Law ex
scene of his remarkable exploits.
prohibition clusively. Practice in all the District
ing popular editorial comment there- zens here that absolute
What will become of Venezuela is on, saying that one can find noth- would foe the best for all concerned and Courts and Supreme Court. Special at
the sale of any kind of tention to perfecting titles and organ
impossible to predict. Doubtless there ing surprising in the report that Amer- forbidding
the confines of New Mex izing and financing land and mining
within
his
liquor
to
will be some aspirant
position, ican cattle growers are seeking open
AMKRTOAWT A WD
ico
would
conduce to the ben properties. Office,
reone.
all
But
more
In
in
than
greatly
Mexico
stock.
for
their
probably
ranges
BDKOPBAN PtiAJV
Laughlin Block.
cent observers agree that the country the evolution of Western industries, efit, welfare and comfort of the people, Santa Fe,
New Mexico
has been so impoverished and so weak the range industry must give way to especially the common people, and in a
H. M. DOUGHERTY
ened as a result of tyranny and extor- farming, for when the farmers come few years would materially show for
Attorney-at-Lathe
better
in
the
tion that it will take many years be in and erect fences around their homecharacter, habits and
in the Supreme aud Dis
Piactices
g
of
Mex'
the
citizens
New
of
even
it
the
must
men
can
fore it
either
position
regain
steads, range cattle
Courts
of tho Territory. Office:
trict
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If prohibition cannot be obtained
held before Castro began his career
go out o! the business or seek less
New Mexico
Socorro,
a
local
law
should
be
option
Doubtless the foreign governments closely populated regions.
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no
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of
kind
should
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their
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been
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of
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present large
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range
CATRON AND GORTNER
against Castro will not pursue a re land may 'be secured in Mexico, and In allowed to be sold in communities that
ano Counsellors at Law
Attorneys
contain
less
than
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The
people.
lentless course toward the people that some respects the climate of the eleOffice:
Catron Block
have now been abandoned by their op- vated plateaus of that country will time has come In New Mexico when Santa Fe,
New Mexico
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firm
on
a
this
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f
question must be
pressor. The United 'States especially be found to be highly favorable to the
taken
sooner
and
the
use
cer
to
this.is
done,
may now have the opportunity
growth of cattle.
L. O. FULLKN
its influence in behalf of the people of It does not follow that the number tainly, the Better for the coming state,
Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample fynm
Attorney- - -- Law
Venezuela and to assist greatly in the of cattle owned and grown in ColoDistrict Attorney Ninth Dirtrict.
restoration of free government to that rado will be less when the range stock
There are confirmed and patented Office over First Nationr.1 Bank.
Long Distance Telephone Station.
afflicted nation.
has all been driven away; for in the land grants in the northern part, of Roswell.
siew Mexico
aggregate the farmers may own "a New Mexico and several of them" In
NOT OPPOSED TO
; CANNON
much, larger number than the open Santa' Fe county on which the owners
Steam Heated: Electric
WILLIAM M'KEAN
Short Order DepartAMENDMENT.
range supported in its most prosperousipay taxes on a valuation of from 30
Attorney
Room
ment
Lighted, Every
Open Day and
A great deal of wind blowing and days. The farmer who owns a few to 50 cents per acre when they would
Mining tttti Land Law.
Good One, v
a
much sham eloquence and silly rhe- cattle, feeding and sheltering them In not sell them at $3 iper acre. This is Taos,
Night,
New Mexico
toric have been used in and out of the winter, may niuh more than take the fake assessment, detrimental to the
C. W. G. WARD.
PRESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST,
halls of congress and in the columns place of the cat,t?e growers of the open best interests of the people, and conof many newspapers condemning the range period, for owning more and stitutes a class of tax dodgers which Territorial District Attorney for San
rules that govern the parliamentary better cattle, they may bring to the should receive no mercy. It is high Miguel and Mora couniiesv
New Mexico
proceedings in the national house of state a revenue far beyond that pro- time that this question of fair and Las Vegas
just taxation was settled for the best
representatives since the days of the duced by the range industry.
interests of all concerned, rich and
late Speaker Reed. An increased
M. C. MECHEM.
STATEHOOD SURE DURING 1909. poor, prosperous
property 'owners and
membership in the house ia constantly
Attorney-at-Law- .
Single statehood for the territories poor men. The principles of the New
coins on and experience has proven
New Mexico
that it is very hard to control three of New Mexico and Arizona Is assured, Mexico tax law and assessment direc- Tucumcari,
or four hundred men who have the probably at the present short session tions are good enough if properly carJesse G. Northcutt
C. J. Roberts.
rights and powers of unlimited debate. of the 60th Congress, but surely so ried out. As it is, they are an abomNORTHCUTT
&
ROBERTS. ,
Rules must govern all legislative during the first session of the 61st Con- inable failure in many sections of this
1 H
William H. Taft territory.
Attorneys at Law. ;
bodies and if there are rules now in gress. President-elec- t
Offices': Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
existence that are oppressive or give has expressed his opinion to that efsuch
will
much
and
recommend
too
fect
that
officer
power
the presiding
The queslon of tariff revision is like- Colorado.
One of tie Best Short --Order Restaurants in lie soitliist
.
and strength, they should be repealed action to be taken by the Cist Conly not to be taken up in the short sesno
time this
H.
R.
amended and changed.
PUTNAM
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sion but the fight will foe on in the
Keeps Everything
The Pueblo Chieftain, discussing session to reach the bill for an en- first session of the 61st
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
which
congress
edabling act introduced by Delegate W. will be called by President-elec- t
this, now important public question
Taft
Conveyancer.
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itorially thinks that it will not be sur H. Andrews Monday in the house of shortly after his Inauguration.
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President
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representatives.
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"
interests at stake are so diverse and
New Mexico.
makes some modification in the rules has strongly recommended the admis- many that it is hard at this' time to Texico,
Electric Lighted, "Hot and Cold Water Baths Rates 50c & Up
which the business of the house of rep sion of the two territories as speedily
information
Correspondents
asking
outcome.
The chances
prophecy the
u. burs nsnnsnn, rrgpricior,
nii rm, new Mexico,
resentatives is carried on. It is quite as possible in his message to the 00th are that the strict
will concerning the Territory of New Mex
protectionists
certain that such a modification would Congress which was delivered yester- have to
many a point and that a ico, promptly answered.
not be .opposed by Speaker Canaan. day to that body. It is believed that moderate yield
on the very highly protariff
On various occasions he has pointed the bill will have strong support In the tected articles now in force will
have
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
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been used largely as a cloak for hy- short session the bill will stand a very edly for the advance of the city, its
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We Make a
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DAVID M. WHITE. C. E.
pocrisy. It has often been found con- favorable chance for passage and ap- Increase in population, in business and
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Specialty
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(Late Territorial Engineer.)
venient by members desiring to shift proval. If this happens, a constitution- in proper and advanced government.
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Jose U.. Lopez. ia spending' a 'fe
'davVoua'visLt to Irtends at Las Vegas.
ILS.,, Attorney D. J. Leahy of Las
Vegas has gone to Chicago on per
sonal business matters.
F. II. Bach, a St. Louis business
man,
registered at the Palace hotel.
to town on business.
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If you are tnntty, you have some of your money left over.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
re
are going to be a great
to a few dimes or nickels a
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.
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Stop and figure out
how mucli money you
would save if yet cut
fuel bills right in

your
Coronado.
h. s. Read of Denver, president of
M.
of
gCarr
Albuquerque
Uf
two, and still doubled
of
Clark
the
- Bank
and Trust company
Major
a in Guam, Valencia county, where thlg cny jlag been here for some daySi
the heating power of
he has extensive mercantile and lum- - a gnest at the Palace, and will remain
your coal. The result
ber Interests.
here a week longer. It is reported
E. V. Chaves, an Albuquerque attor- - that Mr. Read is negotiating a sale of
will be the strongest of
nlc t0 capitalists in
ney, has returned home from a visit the stocIf oi tie
all arguments why you
to his family, whose members are so-- j Mississippi nnd that the deal may be
closed In a few days. C. II. Ingram,
journing in Los Angeles.
ought to own a Wilson
A. E..Starkey and wife, who have; the cashier of the bank, will, it. Is said,
Hot Blast Ileat.r. It is
been in the city several days, left 'return to La Harp, Illinois. It is re-Why it just means making a man of you.
Mr. and Mrs. ported that Mr. Ingram is to be apDenver.
for
this
morning
wish.
free
as
do
to
Making you
constructed upon en
you
'
pointed postmaster in his home town.
Starkey are touring the West.
Making you and your family happy and contented.
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St. Louis, was in town yesterday
are so
ciples,
.today on business affairs. He had his pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of jus- name on. the Palace hotel register.
thoroughly efficieut
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Washington,
Alphonso Hart
C.jtices of- the peace. They are especial- THE UNITED STATES BANK AND TRUST
and practical ns to
arrived in the city last evening and ly ruled, with printed headings, in
make the ViL.on the
will spend some time here on business: either Spanish or English, made of
pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.
durand
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good
Mr. Hart is at the Palace.
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ti n l wit, iii.
i
aa My matters.
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N. Sanchez, sheriff of Rio Arriba ably bound, with leather back and
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index
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front
after
justices
their home at Chamita today,
these is the fatuous
of the peace and constables printed
spending several days in the city.
G. D. D. Kirkpatrick, U. S. examiner in full on the first page. The pages
1U
mcnes. i nese ooohs are
of surveys, left last evening with a a
maue up in civu anu criminal aocnets,
where
for
of
assistants
Socorro,
corps
separate of 32 pages ach, or with
he will be ngaged for several days.
both
civil and criminal bound in one
Kansas1
W. F. Hall, a
City business
'?
80 pages civil and 320 pages
FINE UWS. RELIABLE HORSSS. SINGLE
man, spent the day here looking after book,
through which all gases penerated
are
To
criminal.
Introduce
them
they
business affairs. He enjoyed good acBUGGIES.
"W'te..
burned, elimination
offered at the following prices
commodations at the Palace while
Civil or Criminal
$2.75 It$ MONEY In
your Pocket, COAL In your bin. and COMFORT In your home
M here.
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
:US-W- E
H
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY,
to own a Wllson-SE- E
Juan de Dios Sanchez of Duran ar
For 45 cents additional for a single Mail Orders Solicited
nly Ct,m?Jet0 Stock
rived in the city last evening and
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docket, or 53 cents additional for a
intheCity.
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Today combination
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they
he placed his son in St. Michael's colby mail or prepaid express. Cash in
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Drivei'3 Furnished. Rates Right.
t
'fall roust accompany order. State
Tr
Po,lo"k' a buslness man of the plainly whether English or Spanish
1 s
Windy City by the Great Lakes, is a prlnted heP,lina. s wanted.
sojourner at the Claire hotel. His ;
mission here is to do commercial business.
Ronie H. .Jaffa, commercial agent,
with headquarters in Albuquerque, has
A. W Oettelbach Manager.
YOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED
gone west to Los Angeles and before
has established hpadquartnr9 at the
Honwill
extend his trip to
ACiaiT STORK" and offers a lew
returning
WE LEAD OTHERS FOLLOW
wh
you strike thia establishment. olulu.
suggestions for your Xinas shopping
We handle nothing but
j
W. A. Traphagen, a resident of the
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by the Golden Gate, had apartcity
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FEED
ments aithe Palace' hotel yesterday
tn "Santa"
care the
"RACKET STORE.'
He came there on perTLose who have dealt with us don't and today.
J
have to be told how excellent our spe- sonal business.
cialties are: And those who don't,
J. Laughlin, a Creede, Coloradomin"The Female Politician."
know out flour and feed are losing ing man, was a guest at the Claire
unremain
He
came
'.ijo
see
3
something every
yesterday and .today.
'' '''''
I
V
f;
Song by Mrs. Kerr, "I Would Not
acquainted. If you are one of these the town and to look into New Mexico
Refuse
Love."
ua
should
a
at
Little
a
'
trial order
you
,
mining affairs.
give
once.
j
W. A. Long, who hails from the
"Her Newsboy Friend."
state where the night riders held
Sole Agency For
"The Viking's Daughter."
is a
sway,
namely,
Kentucky,.,
INTERNATIONAL 8TOK FOOD
at
Palace.
the
Business
affairs
gust
Two Shows Dally, 7:30 and 8:45 p. m.
brought him to the city.
10c
Admission
AV. W. Smith and H. C.
Dougherty
20c
of Las Vegas, are in the city, regis-- ; Reserved Seats
Wholesale and Rotall Dealars In
MATINEE.
'tered at the Claire. They are civil eiv
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
at 3:30 p. m.
Every
Saturday
loat
work running lines to
gineers
The Only Exclusive' Grain House In 8anta Fe, New Mexlo.
Adults
v.. 10c
cate the new Santa Fe depot.
5c
hlldren
V. S. Hopewell, president ,of . the
New Mexican Fuel and Iron company
of Albuquerque, was in th city yesterday on company business. His office hereafter will be in Albuquerque.
Brother Gerardus, provincial president of the Christian Brothers, who
had been the guest of President
of De La Salle institute in
Las Vegas, returned to St. Louis yesi
.

day-the-
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SURMES, HICKS.
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Santa C'aus
The 'Youngsters

PROGRAM
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dayey

f
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HERSCH

WATCH THIS SPACE
FOR CHRISTMAS

PRICES.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST. ,
Rational Life

Assurance ' Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M, DERGERE.
Santa Fe,

iWanagcr

N. M.

Catron

Six.
for

ibr tl'ew Mexico

'"

mother, wife
a little time to
enjoy the pleasures of Life by

m&ve

7

"

Block

investirjgin the

Miss Cora A. Garver of Nebraska isr
in the city on a visit to Mrs. John'
Patterson on upper Palace avenue.
Miss1 Garver's; mother came with' her
for the benefit of her health. She Is
suffering from asthma.
H. W. Sharpe, general superintendent of the Atchison, Topeka anT Santa Fe Railway system, and J. M. Kern,
division
superintendent, with headquarters at Las Vegas, are exected to
arrive in the city tonight to look aver
the grounds for the location of the
roosed new depot.
Governor George Curry, who is oow
In Washington, putting in his best
licks for statehood for New Mexico,
is expected to return to the capital on
or about Christmas. It is expected
he will be accompanied home by other
New Mexicans now in the national
,
capital.
Mr. and Mrs. Kepler Johnson of
Alamosa, Colorado, arrived in the city
last evening and were domiciled at
the Palace. Mr; Johnson ts assistant
division superintendent of the Denver and Rio Grande railroad, with
headquarters at Alamosa. They re
turned home today. He made the trip
here for the purpose of inspecting, this
'
division.
G. C. Mitchell of Beloit, Kansas, and
M. C. Higgenbotham, of Chicago, are
In the city today becoming acquainted
with conditions in the territory and
in this city. 1 They called at the
offlce of the New Mexican, and
were supplied with literature descriptive of this cltv and territory. They
will remain here a day or two and
then take a trip south and west
i
W. J. W. Kennedy, C. P. Adams, W.
D. Stoddard and A. W. Friend of Free
port, Kansas, arrived in the city yes--

1908 CROP
ENGLISH

Better than the ordinary hose

at same price!

v

v

WALNUTS
and

ALMONDS
Dolls. Doll Houses, DoU Carts,

1908 CROP
EVAPORATED

j'

.'

PEACHES,

!
I

.

PEARS,
APPRIC0TS
; PLUMS?

New Figs

u

Toys, Trains, Magic Lanterns.
Rockaway Horses.
Story Books for Boys and Girls.
New Copyrights just off the Press
Pyrograptay Goods ready to burn
Japanese. Art Novelitles
Cut Glass
Sterling & "47 Rogeis Silver
Mexican & Japanese Drawn Work
Fine Scarfs
Pipe Sets, Shaving Sets, Cigar
Humidores .
Victor & Edison Phonographs

to visit the "RACKET STORE"
Out of town Folks Should not Fail
'
when making Xmas purchases
Our Stock Complete and no other Store In the Southwest has ever
attempted to make such Bargain Prices on Holiday Novelties.

and:-

'

-- PRICE MAKERS- -r

'.,

CURRANTS

I

C

I

T

11

O N

I

1

for

1 6EK

Womciv

Childrca.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICO

terday from a trip to the Estancia valley, where they vent to look over the
land situation. They were well pleased
with the outlook and returned tb Kansas today, going north on the 'Rio
Grande. While in the city the Kan
sans were guests at the Normandie.
L

C. A. BISHOP.

O.C.WATSON

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE U. S. FIDELITY & GUARANTY CO OF BALTIMORE MD.
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SWEET CIDER

lontI whlcl1 yu
be required to
LET usgivefurnlsl1
on the 1st day of January next. If elected to
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ARE LOW AND YOU ARE FREE FROM EMBARRASSING
OBLIGATIONS WHEN YOU FURNISH A SURETY BOND.

fn

mm

WKI 1

w111

WE WRITE THE BONDS HERE

gome county position.
IN OUR OFFICE

"

Agency for Santa Fe

,

THE RACKET STORE

SEEDED RAISINS

I

Xmas Tree Decorations
Xmas Box Stationery
Xmas Package Perfumes
Tucks" Post Cards
Xmas
Silk Umbrellas. Silk Kamonas.
'Dorothy Dainty" Ribbous, Single
or Sets
Ladies hand Ras and Musia Rolls
New "Madona" Art Pictures
Coral Beads and fine Dress Combs 1
Rlckoro Walking Canes,
Linen Table Centers, Hand Emetc. etc. etc,
broidered,

'

TABLE RAISINS

edl-torl-

Never Darn Hose

II

SCO.

terday.
'

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE C(V

The Colorado

US.

ly.

II' V V

about a little Fire Iniurmc
ihis winter. Fires are fre
cost much to carry It,
it
doesn't
and
quent
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Kept in Stock and for Sale by the
t,anta Fe New Mexican Conforming to the Laws of New Mexico.
Mining Blamo
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
Notice Mining Location, 2 sheet
Placer Mining Location, 4 sbfeet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,

HWA U I! Y

RKA1) DOWN

No. 2

Altitude

STATIONS

MILKS

j

LEGAL BLANKS.

fiew Mexico Central Ifaildoad; Time Tabic

1-- 2

25 pm
3 26 pm
4 85 pill
6 11pm
5 4t)ptn

0
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"
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"
"
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06pm
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ptu
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"
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28pm
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1
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m
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Ar.
"

Sunt Ke
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Stun ley
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"
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Ar.
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"

l,v,
Ar.
"
"
Ar,

e

.y.
Ar,
Lv.

Ton-aiic-

Kansas Olty

"
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Hhtcaito
Kl Paso

p

1,1

25

6.125
6.210
6,295
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6.475'

10
10
10
10
9
b

8 59 a
30 p

11

35
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50
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00
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11

p in

in
ni

115pm
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1

am

12 49
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MAN FROM
. . . DEADWOOD. 8

w0O0O0000SOC0C33CwCOSGOCC(J
Copyright, 1S08, by American Press Association.

It happened iu Arizona when that

for bad people
region was a catch-al- l
from the Missouri river to taa Pacific
ocean. A man entered the Alhainbra
hotel, cant furtive glances about him
sheet
and
registered his name, Silas Durigle-ford- ,
Mining Deed, z sheet.
Deadwood, Colo. He was shown
sheet.
Mining Lease,
No. 3G, on the floor above
to
room
2
sheet.
Coal Declatory Statement,
Coal Declaratory Statement with there were but two stories iii all
where lie deposited his baggage, conPower of an Attorney,
tained in a red bandanna, and went
sheet
Affidavit and Corroborating Non-mi- n
down to supper.
sheet
eral Affidavit,
While eating a hand was clapped on
sheet his shoulder.
Notice of Rigl. to Water,
Putting his hand to his
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of Nohip, he turned, white as a sheet, and
sheet.
tice,
looked up into a man's face.
Affidavit of Assessment, 2 sheet
"Parding, stranger. I thort you was
Blanks.
Stock
Mark Brown."
Van-dorBill of Sale Animals Bearing
Mr. Dunglcford turned to his supper,
sheet
Recorded Brand,
as best he could a sigh of
concealing
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, 40
relief. When through he we.nt to the
cents per book.
bar, lit a cigar and smoked with an
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing assumed careless
air. Nevertheless
eVndor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
from under the rim of his sombrero
BUI of Sale
Range Delivery,
his restless eye kept a sharp watch on
sheet
every one present. His cigar finished,
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
he yawned, took a candle from the bar
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han- and went up to his room, moving so
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Record- long as he remained in
sight of others
ed Brand,
sheet
with a deliberate step, which he inAuthority to Gather, Drive and Han- creased when In the hall above. Endle Animals Not Bearing Owner's Rec- tering his room, he turned the key In
sheet
orded Brand,
the lock, put his pistols under his pilsheet.
Certificate of Brand,
low, undressed and went to bed.
Justice of the Pea;e Blanks.
There was a confusion of noises In
sheet
Appeal Bonds,
the room below. Men were evldeutly
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, 2 sheet.
gathered there, though what they were
sheet
Appearance Bond,
doing or saying he could not teil. He
Appearance Bona on Continuance,
got out of bed and put his ear to the
sheet.
(J. P.)
floor to listen. There were periods
Bond of Appearance, (District Court) when they talked and periods when
2 sheet
they were silent. Tired of attempting
sheet to discover what they were doing, he
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheot returned to his bod and fell asleep.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
lie was awakened by the knock of a
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com- heavy knuckle on the door. Starting
sheet.
plaint,
up, he seized his pistols and jumped out
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum- of bed.
sheet.
mons,
"What's wanted?" he said, assuming
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
a gruff tone.
Execution Forcible Entry and De- "You; open the door!"
tainer, 4 shod.
"Not on your life!"
sheet
"Then we'll do it ourselves."
Replevin Writ
sheet
There was the sound of a boot heel
Replevin Affidavit,
4
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
against the door, which flew open, and
sheet.
the kerosene lamp in the hall revealed
sneet
within n stalwart figure standing with
Warrant,
4
a revolver in each hand. Several men
sheet.
Commitment,
in various costumes from that of MexAttachment Affidavit, 4 sheet
ican to cowboy faced him.
Attachment Bond,
sheet
"You Dungleford?"
asked one of
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee, them.
4
sheet
"I am. Let the man who denies it
stand back and get ready to swallow
sheet
Execution,
a lead pill."
sheet.
Summons,
4
"Of Deadwood?"
sheet
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
"Yes, of Deadwood. You saw it on
sheet
the register, didn't you? What d'y'
Capias Complaint,
sheet
want to come up here in the middle of
Search Warrant,
sheet
the night for to wake a man up to
Spanish Blanks.
learn what y' already know?"
Auto de Arresto,
phego.
"You're the man we want, whatever
Auto de PPrlsion,
pliego.
name is."
your
Declaraclon Jurada,
pliego
"Stand back! The first man that
Certiflcado de Nombramlento,
steps inside the door is a dead nn!"
pliego.
He was pale as a ghost and both
Fianza Oficial, 2 pliego.
hands
trembled. They were eight to
2
Fianza Oficial y Juraironto,
pileone and all armed. But he was like a
go.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz, 2 pile stag at bay. They recoiled.
"You've come to hang me. I know
go.
it. But before you git the rope around
Contrato (to ranido,
pliego.
my neck some of you'll bite the dust.
Escritura de Renuocia, 2 pliego.
Stand back, I say!"
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles, 2 plie
"Stranger, what the" , one of the
go.
was beginning, but the hunted
party
uocumento
uaranuzado, extensa man broke in.
orma entera, full shept.
"Ford tried to kill me because I held
Contrato entre los Dirtctores y Pre- a full house against his three aces, and
ceptores,
plltgo.
Notas Obligaclones, 25
and 60 I scooped $000 on the hand. I shot
first; that's ail. The Texas man got
cents.
in
my way when I was drunk. As for
Libros Certificados oe Bonos, tl.
the woman, I found her stealin' on me
Llbros de Recibos Supervisores
de
with a carvin' knife when she thought
Caminoa, 25 cents.
I was asleep. ' I killed all three of 'em
Certificate of Marriage, 75 cents per
fiuiv 1 lit out .'cause their friends
'
dozen. .
was gottin' together to do me. But
Official Bond,
sheet
I'm broke, and Tim Bunker owes me
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet.
a thousand I wanted to git, so I came
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
back under another name to git it."
Mortgage', full sheet.
"Oh, you're Colorado Pete, air y'?"
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
"Certain. Ef y' thort 1 was Dungle-fonGuardian's Bond and Ooath,
what d'y' come up here in the
sheet
middle o' the night 'to git me out for?"
Letters of Administration. 2 sheet.
"How
did y' kill them
Administrator's Bond and Oath, 2 duffers?" long ago
sheet.
"A year last month."
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet.
The gang looked from one to another
Declaration in Assumpsit, 2 sheet
No one seemed even to
Satisfaction of Mortagage, 2 sheet inquiringly.
have heard of the murders.
Finally
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note, one of them turned to the man
who
Assignment of Mortgage, 2 sheet. had confessed that he was Colorado
sheet
Lease,
:
Pete.
Lease or Personal Property,
"Reckon y'er lookjn' fer painters,
sheet.
stranger, where there's only coyotes.
Chattel Mortgage;
snuet
None of us was here when y' done the
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
killin'. D'y' s'pose this town's made
Power of Attorney,
shett.
up of people as has got homes to set
; Acknowledgment,
sheet.
around in and never move on?"
'
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
"And y' hain't come to hang me?"
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
"That wasn't the intention fust off."
sheet.
Clause,
"Then what're y doin here?"
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
"We was haviu' a small game be
3heet.
low." said a red bearded man. "Jim
Option, 2 sheet.
Peters, he and me was in for a
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
three hundred dollar pot. Jim held a
.
straight, I three queens. Jim allows
BIDS FOR LEGISLATIVE PRINTING as his hand beat mine, I allowin' that
1909,
mine beat his'n. Three o' the gang
Territory of New Mexico, Office of the Bides with him and three with me.
Secretary. 'Santa Fe, N. M., Decern- - Some un said there was a man from
Deadwood stoppin' at the hotel and
ber 9, 1908.
Bids In triplicate accompanied by a what they don't know about poker or
bond in the sum of $500.00 for print- - nJ' othor gamblin' game in Deadwood
So wo come
ing Bills and the Governor's Message, wasn't wo'th;.knowin'.
ask
t0
the
t0
P'lnt"
C(re
dS('i(le
Laws and Journals in book form for
said Colorado Pete, lowering
w
AwembW of
th Wh
all? I thort y'd come
Mexico to order of the Secretary will his pistol, "is that
me. Waal, three of a kind
to
hang
?,
be received at this office until o'clock
beats a straight, and some folks don't
P. M December 2?,, 1908, at which
count stra iyhts no how."
time they will be opened in the pres"Ilottp!" shouted the winner, leading
ence of the bidders. The printing to the
downstairs. "I koowed I
he done at the seat ot government un- was party
right!"
der the personal supervision of the
"Much obliged, stranger," said the
Secretary. Specifications, samples of only polltl man ln tne partjr
gorry
paper, etc., may ue seen ul lijiw uuice. for atsturbln you "
NATHAN JAFFA,
,
EDWARD S. SPINNET
'
1
'
,
Secretary of New Mexico.
1-- 2
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In Effect July 14. 1908.
No. 1.
DAILY

Miles From
lieu Moines

Miles From

STATIONS.

1-- 2

No 2
DAILY

Raton

1-- 2

1-- 4

'

10 00 a.
10 12 a.
10 85 a,
50 a.
11 05 a.
11 20 a,
11 45

m.
ni.
in.
m.
nt,
m
a. in.
p. m.
p. in.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m,
p m.
p. m,
p. ill.
p, m.
p. in.
p. m.

11
16

20
26
81
42

12 20
12 45
S 80
3 60
34 15
4 45
4 55
36 60
6 15
6 35
7 08
10 p.m.
I
7. 23 p. m.
7. 45 p. in.
j

Lv

0
4

Air.

49

Lv.

42
49
68
56

68
77

N!Ml Ait,

Ilea Moines.
Rumaldo,
Dedman
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson

.,

Cunningham
Clifton House Junction

"
"
"

tl

24
18
7

Arr.
RATON N M
Lv.
Lv.
Clifton House Junction "
"
Preston
'
Koehler
"
Koehler Jnct,
"
Colfax
"
Cerrososo
Lv.
CIMARRON N. M.
Arr.
Lv
N. M,
Nash

n
7

94

11
11
11

13

23
20
33

tlO
9
9
7
7
7
7

41

.7
50
63

Harlan
Ute J'ark

89

5
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
12
12

49
45
38
32
29

Lv.
"

59

30
15
65
35
25
65
30
55
30
25
05
40
06
15
15
43
25
50
40
25
00

p,
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
a.

a'

a.
a.

a.
a.

a.
a.
a.
a.

m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

m

ni.
ni.
ni.
m.
m.
ill.
m.
m.
ni.
ni.
m.
m.

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving

in Dawson,

N.

No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,

t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train
9:55 a. m.
M.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. & 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
& S. at Des Moines, E. P fc S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
and
Taos
Red
Twining.
River City,
Questa, Ranches de Taos,
J, DEDMAN,

Superintendent

W. A. GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
Pres. and Gen JWgr Gen- Pass- Agen

V- -

-

-

RATON. N. ffl.

RATON, N. M.

2

1-- 4

1-- 2

4

1-- 4

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
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MASONIC.

'

Palace,
F. H. Bach, St, Louis;
Alphonso
Hart, Washington, D. C; Mr. and Mrs.
Kepler JohnHOn, Alamosa1 W. A. Long,
C. A. Boulds, Kentucky; W. A. Trap-hageSim Francisco; W. F. Hall,
Kansas Ci!:;;-- ; J. W. Rohan Kansas
City; Charles Mercher, M. C Gill, St.
Louis.
Claire.
George S. Knrnsey, Albuquerque; W,
W. SmlpV. VI. C. Dougherty, Las W
Stanley; J. LaiiRh-lin- ,
gas; H. S. Kins-elli
Colorado; M. C. Hfe'iP-bothaOklahoma City; B.. Pezfl,
Prescott; O, H. Pol'ock, Cnicago: R
K. Odell, Wa;.:on Mound.
Normandis.
H. G. Curtis and wife, Sea "tie, Washington; 7. J. W. Kernel C. P.
W. Friend.
W D fodda-rtFreeport, K.Hts; H. J. Schrader, Del
Note; T, Thomas, C. E. Gnbel, Alamosa; Jiru de Dios 3anohez. Duran;
Abeel Ganza't'S and wi'i, Dingo Wrnal,
Anton Chico; A. G. liirt, Mcintosh.

Montezumu Lodge No
1, A. P, & A. M. Reg-

ular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
N. L. KING.

Worthy Master
ALAN R. M'CORD,
Secretary.

Santi Fe Chapter

R- -

,

A.

M.

No.

Regular

RATON.

N-

-

vocation second Monday
of each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPfTZ H D '
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Secretary.

J"i-,ed-

Santr, Fe Commandary
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave
fourth Monday In each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
H. P. SEPHENS, Recorder.

Ad-f.m-

A

Co-ona- do

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
H. li. Gi'mour, Pecos ; D. C Ste
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
T.
E.
vens, C'iUi'le Black. Stanley.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Magee, Denver; A. T, Tubb, Alamosa. on the
third Monday of each month
at 7!if0 o'clock In the evening In
Beware of Frequent Colds.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
A succession of colds or a protract Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
ed cold is almost certain to end In dially invited to attend.
chronic catarrh, from which few per
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32.
sons ever wholly recover. Give every
Venerable- Master.
cold the attention it deserves and you
HENRY P. STEPHENS, 14,
may avoid this disagreeable disease.
Secretary
How can you cure a cold? Why not
U. P. O. E.
try Chamberlain's Cough Remedy? It
Mrs. M.
Is hiehlv recommended.
Santa Fe uxtg No. 460, B. P. O. B.
"Sevof
Tenn.,
says:
Butler,
White,
holds its regular session on the sec-n-d
eral years ago I was bothered with my
and fourth Wednesdays of each
throat and lungs. Someone told me month. Visiting brothers are invited
!
I
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
and welcome.
me
at
relieved
and
it
' v
T. P. GABLE.
began using it
once. Now my throat and lungs are
Exalted Ruler
sound and well." For sale by all drug
J. D. SENA.
'
gists.
Sacretarv
,T.

For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum.
The intense itching characteristic of
these ailments is almost instantly allayed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
severe cases have been cured by it
For sale by all druggists.

Mexican Printing com
a large supply of
on
has
hand
pany
nads and tablets suitable for school
wort, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere We
vill sell them at 5 cents m nook form.

Nw

The

1--

1-- 4

1--

4
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Perfect Fitting "Elattic"

Book-cate-

s

are the only ones which successfully
of
adapt themselves to the conditions
the modern home.
There may be certain limitations as to room,
hut whatever soace is available can be utilized
anA V,pnntified bvan artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
made in two lengths, 34 and 25 inch
kiad of sectional book-cas- e
distinct
in
three
and
types Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
lengths,
Our catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar
tered oak and mahogany.
I I lu
Tir
...Ml .nit nrA
nnv snare11 c win van bum moaenrA
exact
the
and
in your house
give you
cost in any finish you may select.

1-- 2

1-- 4
1--

4

4

2

1-- 4

4

4

1-- 4

1--

New Mexican Printing uom- pany, Local Agents, Santa,
Fe. N. M,

1--

1-- 2

"WW

1--

1--

Going

to

CI Paso?

2

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance at 11:10 A. Ni.
Bo in El Paso at 5:30 P.M.

T

1-- 2

1--

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journey via
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time you have occas-sioto go El Paso.
n

V.
STILES,
General Passenger Agent.
R- -

El Paso. Texas,

1--

1--

,
Utah
of
to
and
Denver
Nevada;
The Mining Camp Colorado,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Lais valley, Also to the San
Juan country of Colorado.
'
service, descriptive
For information as to rates,
on
or
address
call
etc.,
literature,
',

'

in

6. K. HOOPER, G. P.

& T. A.

Denver, Colo.

.F H. McBRIDE, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M,

1-- 2

1-- 2

W FHEN

in need of

any-V- V

tiling on Eafth try a
MEXICAN WANT

NEW

It will positively brino

AD. ST

result.

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

4
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PRICE-LIS- T

1--

2

TO

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
ARE
BUSY- - PEOPLE
USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

1--

4

DIRECT ROUTE

Stamps

1--

2

':

fees?

1-- 2

1-- 2

.

'

1

con-

4

M., 6:15 p. m.

3.

DECEMBER 9, 1908.

WEDNESDAY,

1--

Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
agency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,
free upon application.
last frtighx cervica to and from all Eastern and Western markets.

J.P
FREIGHT

M..

2

mlm

6,140

'I

Wllllurd

m

pm

2 22 p 111
1 55 pm

6,250
6.175

"
v

6 20 p
05

4

",

KSTANOIA

'

7,000
6,050

"

SANTA k

,

i5o
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches wig
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
20c.
and not over 3
Inches long
Stamp, over 2
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15a.
One-lin- e
.25c
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over S inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
h
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per Inch
.
additional line, same price.
'
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of ail shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch inch in siz, we charge for one
Where type used is over one-haInch or fraction.
line for each one-haOne-lin- e

1-

........

2

'So-Eac-

lf

lf

:fii

.
Local Dater

DATES, ETC.

'

BOo
any town and date for
.50
day and year in
Ledger Dater-mont............
.35
Dater
line
.4..
Regular
1.60
Defi nance Model Band Daisr
1.50
e
Signature, Rubber Stamp and, Wood Cut
1.50,
Pearl Check Protector
..t
STAMP PADS.

........................

...............

Fac-Smll-

SELF-INKIN-

cents; 2x3
'5 cenU; 8 14x6
10

V

i.

G

15 cents; 2
1"4 60

c,nt,

FOR 1 YPE SPECIMENS

JHEW

25
2,

cents;

2
75 cents.

ADDKE8S

tEXICAtf PRINTING
ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

CD.

M,

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

9, 1908.

GO TO

w

COMB TO

LLARD. H EW MEXICO.

ELEN, NEW 11EXC0.
33

mm

CITY

COMMERCIAL

6F

THE

zssxm

EM'

VHLFY.
FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF Wl LLARD destined td be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Vv laid out in the fall of H05 It is imv
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It Jies on the main line of iui
AtchisoD, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, runrungr east and westfrou
Chicago to all California points and the Santa Fe Central Railway running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipoing aud
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY

OF

F

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa F'.
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid out with broad 80 and
t
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and puolic park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing 16, 000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Paten.
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up-tdate modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and
bay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great coumercial railroad Jcity in the near future cannot be
70-foo-

estimated.

322227

THE WILLIARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

WfLLARD TO

a

ELEN TOWNSITE

mm

w

'CZ2E2
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8"per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH;

.

:

semi-annuall-

'.

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres
WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER
:

:

INFORMATION

: APPLY

TO

:

:

:

WORK OFTH E BEAVER
Feats Performed by This Industrious Little Worker.
CLEVER

HOUSE

THE

New PJcxico,

BUILDER.

He Is Capable of Constructing a Dwelling as Large, Though Not "So High,
as a Small Haystack, and He Can

Cut Down Big Trees With His Teeth.
Almost every one knows something

about the beaver aud that It builds
dams and houses to dwell In, but very
few people have seen beavers In their
wild state. It Is also a fact that the
race of Industrious little workers Is
rapidly disappearing. In the older districts beavers generally live In the
banks of the streams they Inhabit, and
the sight of a beaver house is uncommon.

Where beavers do build houses, says
Porest and Stream, the structures differ greatly In size, shape and location.
Some are as large, though of course
less high, than a small haystack; others are hardly more than six feet
through at the base. They may stand
either wholly on land or partly in the
water and partly on the bank or wholly in the water.
They are never placed in very deep
water, for' a base must be built for the
house to Btand on reaching up to the
surface, since the chamber Inhabited
by the occupants must be dry.
The shape of those houses on the
shore approaches the conical. Those in
the water are more irregular, sometimes only rounded, at others long and
rather flat on top.
Within each house and connected
with the water by a concealed passage
through which the beavers pass to and
fro is the chamber which is the animals' dwelling place.
It is large enough to contain seven or
eight of them and high enough so that
a beaver can conveniently sit up on his
haunches. It is warm, dry and clean,
for the beaver is extremely neat in all
hfs habits.
The food ; of the beaver consists
chiefly of the green bark of twigs and
young limbs of various trees. Cotton-wpo- d
bark Is preferred; thencoines

willow, then alder, but the bark of
almost any tree may be eaten.
I have known them to eat pine and
white cedar. The beaver often cuts
down trees of very considerable sie to
get at the smaller limbs, which they
eat.
I have seen cottouwoods twenty
Inches iu diameter so cut, and once on
Vancouver island I found a cedar two
feet through which they
and one-hahad gnawed down.
The work of tutting down a large
tree is done by a single animal.
I
have seen the beaver engaged iu the
operation, which is as follows: The
beaver sits up on his haunches facing
the tree and with its fore paws resting against lU With its head turned
on one side he cuts a groove above
and then one below and bites out the
chin, taking It off in almost the same
way an axman would.
He thus saves himself the trouble
of gnawing all the wood up into fine
cuttings. When the tree is felled the
whole community attack and cut up
the tender limbs, carrying them away
to the cache.
Unlike many of our gnawing animals, the beaver does not sleep through
the winter. He remains active, often
venturing abroad during the whole of
the cold weather. He must, therefore,
have food, and a large part of the
summer and autumn is devoted to securing this food and depositing it in
This food consists of the
caches.
limbs and twigs of the trees most preferred by the beriver.
They are cut from one and a half
to three feet long, stripped, of their
leaves and smaller twigs, carried to
the water and floated to the cache,
where they are sunk. And here comes
a very curious point. .,-.These sticks are floated to the cache
and are sunk by the beaver to the bottom of the water, where they remain
without any apparent anchorage. They
are not stuck in the mud of the bottom or held down by weights. ' If
you lift one to the surface it will
float, but you may move it about on
the bottom without Its rising.
I have myself tried this with sticks
from which the bark has been eaten,
but have never done so with the green,
unpeeled limbs before the beaver3 had
taken them into their houses. This
matter to me is a very mysterious one,
and I have never been able to get any
hint as to how these sticks were sunk.
lf

,

Be prepared to answer for the hhv
gle talent committed to your charge
end take no thought for the rest. St.

of Chalrvaux.

He Caught It.
( just caught the train with the young
lady in it,
lo spite of the crush and the crowd that
was there,
But was down on my ' luck the very next
minute
f Just caught the train with the young
lady in It,
For a rip and a cry and a scream rent
the air.
And the dancers all stopped 'twas rent
past repair.
I just caught the train with the young
lady in it.
Puck.

Absentminded.

The Professor

I've

looked

this

pa-p-

WM. M. BERGEW Secretary.

Dolly longs
Ted loves only Polly.
And Polly lives for Ned.

WANTS
Stop That Cold

FOR RENT
To check early ooldi or Qriwe with "Proantlct
means sure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a cold
with Preventics is safer than to let it run and be
obliged to cure It afterwards. To be sure,
will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
taken early at the sneete stage they break, oi
head off these early colds. That's surely batter,
That's why they are called Prerenttcs.
Preventlcsare little Candy Cold Cures. No Quinine, no phyalo, nothing sickening. Nice for the
children and thoroughly safe too. If yon feel
chilly. If you sneete.if yon ache all over, think ol
Preventles. Promptness may alto save half root
uinal sickness. And don't forget your child, II
there Is feverUhneu, night or day. Herein pro b.
ably lies Prevention' greatest efficiency. Sold In
to boxes for the pocket, also In 26o boxes of ii
Pre van tics. Insist on your druggists giving yon

Thus the lovers stupid
Sorrowing are fixed
When young Mr. Cupid
Gets his arrows mixed.

Prcvcntics

Smart Set

Both Alike.

"The prospectus says that this mining scheme Is a "gilt edged proposition
whose character is in perfect harmony
with the reputation of its promoters.' "
"Then 'guilt edged' Is the correct
term." Puck.
Exit, Plungers.
This Is the time of year
Wien disappear
Tlw chaps we used to see
Who boastfully
Let slip the fact that they
Began each day
By taking in the tub

5

FURNISHED rooms, 181 Palace Ave.

The Ireland Pnarmacv.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
C section mrde
with Automobile
line at Torrance lor Roswell daily,
Hitomoblle leares Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
jetween Santa Fe and Torrance is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Roswell, $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager
Vutomobile Line.

Inquire at this

Small furnished house.
office.

WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs.
R. J. Palen, 231 East Palace avenue.
FOR SALE

Good
upright piano
at
nquire
Wagner Furniture company
store.

FOR RENT Large nicely furnished
For parroom, modern conveniences.
ticulars address this office.
FOR SALE A second-hansteam
boiler in good condition. It will be
disposed of at very low price. Apily
to the New Mexican Printing
d

The modern seven-roomeon
Grant Avenue, occottage
cupied by Doctor J. A. Rolls, which
will be vacated on New Year. Apply
at the New Mexican office.
FOR

RENT

The seals and record tootle tor

d

no-

taries public for sale by the New
Mexican rrmung company at

le

rates. Seals for lncorpor--ate- d
companies are also handled. Call
at or address tbe New Mexican Print-I- n
company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
-

Engraved caras ae vme and. wed-ding Invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standing in need of euch, will do well ta
call at this office and examine samples, style of work and prices.

through .and through, and 1 can't
A cold, cold scrub.
find what I was looking for.
Kansas City Times.
The Secretary And what were you
Kind and Thoughtful.
looking for, professor?
the difficulty.
The Professor-Tha- t's
They say she's very generous."
1 should say she wasi
Mr. Brown. 1 don't remember what It
"Generous?
was I wanted to find. It's quite pro- Why, she supported her husband thirty-three
voking! Boston Transcript.
years and then retired him on
a pension." Indianapolis News.
The Reason of It.
"I wonder why writers speak of the
The Why of the Umberell.
When Brokerman hocked his "umberell"
eea as vexed?"
"Because people are always crossing It wasn't because the market fell.
There is- scareelv
The pawnbroker heard him slyly say,
'
"swum uuu ueaiiny, who
j sometimes.
j
it."Punch.
"Now I'll know where it is on a rainy floes not reed a tonic
Little physical irregularities
tmset the
the atmetite fails. diVestinn
day."
system,
fs nnnr
tha uAtt
o
mcu
r
ana
worn
mvvij
jcua
Magazine.
Llppincott'B
Those English Names.
out, and other unpleasant symptoms give warning that the system is disor.
.
ASfiistntir
virarA
Young Archibald Alsernon Vaux
tn
dered and
needs
nff
o
""""'i
norlioe ouujc serious sicKness or
.
Reversing the Order.
Thought finders were ma.de, before faux.
ailment. S. S. S. is recognized everywhere as the best
of all tonics, nature's
to
doors
its
the
is
opening
"Society
of
cleans-ng- .
medicine, made

NATURES
o PERFECT TONIC

,

HARMFUL
DRUGS
Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat
vand Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia nind Consumption
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

IMPROVEMENT CO.

&

JOHN BECKER, President

Post-Dispatc-

CONTAINS NO

1

TOWN'

BELEN

All i urolith the winter the ben vers
.Now, taught by the bubtler,
visit these caches, carry the sticks to
His manners are subtler.
He won't even put fingers to caux.
their houses, where they eat off the
bark, returning the bare sticks to the
There was a young woman named
water.
Wemyss,
Who complained of her terrible dremyss.
Sometimes It may happen that toy
When they called in the doctor,
some reason or other the cache may
Conceive how.it scohctor
not contain enough to last the whole
When he said, "You have chocolate
winter. In this case the beavers, if
cremyss!"
Harper's Weekly.
possible, ret on land through some air
hole or piece of cpen water and then
Ultra Swell.
forago among the timber. OccasionalMrs.
Green
Did you have a barn
ly a combination of scarcity and severe
down
at
dance
your house the other
weather may oblige the colony to emiday?
some
the
to
more
winter
grate during
J Mrs. Hightone No; "barn" seems so
favorable spot.
crude. We called it a garage dance.
St. Louis
Courting Troubls.
"Look here." said the official, "there'll
Cupid's Aim.
be trouble if your wife disregard
us
Tom loves winsome Daisy,
when we persistently tell her she must
And Daisy favors Will.
not pick the (lowers."
Will makes eyes at Maizie,
Mr.'
While Maizie pines for PhlL
"Then." repljed
II. Peck, for tt
Philip smiles at Dolly.
was no other, "why ever do you
And
for Ted.

Bernard

-

ds

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICtS IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST. LOTS.

E. P. DAVIES, Agent
,of Company.

Wfflafd,

A

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded and 2.000 shade trees on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Oar prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
One-thirmay remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
purchase money, cash. Two-thirone year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

s"

The Genuine is la tt

tellqw
.

packa

Sebutantes."
"Yes, but isn't it odd that a girl has
to come out before she can get in?"
Baltimore American.

The Emergence.

Now at the social function
It seems that we are fated
To be In close conjunction

1

With dress suits camphorated.
Indianapolis Newt,

entirely
healing,
invigorating roots and herbs!
systemic remedy without an equal. S. S. S. has the additional value of
being the greatest of all blood purifiers. It
the healthy .circulation of the, blood, rids the body of that tired, worn-ou- t
feeling, improves th
appetite and digestion, and brings about a return of health to those whosl
systems have been weakened or depleted. S. S. . acts more promptiy and
pleasantly than any other medicine, and those who are run down in health
should commence its use at once. It will thoroughly
the blood and
tone up the system. S. S. S. is admiraMy suited forpurify
a systemic remedy
because it is free from minerals ; it may be used without harmful results
of any age, and no unpleasant effects ever follow.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., AILATTA.C
,
a.

.

,
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GROCERS AND BAKERS,

to-charit-

J

X

Denver, Dec. 5. weatner lore- cast for Xew Mexico: Generally X
fair tonight and Thursday witn

0 UOUKHY PIIONKNC.4

Have MARKED THEM DOWN
.45
.30
.50
.35
.20
.15
15.
15.

.25
.15
.10
.65
.40
.75
.40

Tomato ie
Oys'er Cocktail, a snappy catsup,
Harvey's Sauce, for coal meats, game etc.
China soy for garrK, cold meats, fish etc.
Bayle's Tabasco catsup, red hot catsup
Bayle's German mustard, very mild,
Bayle's Celery mustard, celery flavor
Red Kidney Beans, Shelled and cooked
Frendell French Lima beans, No. 2 cans
French Lima beans, No, 1 cans
No. 2 cans Baltimore Tomatoes
No. 1 cans Ferndell Plum Pudding
No. 2 cans Ferndell Plum Pudding
Plum Pudding
No 1 cans
Plum Pudding
No 2 cans
si

Franco-America-

n

Franco-America-

n

Jars Ferndell reserves.

3

Liberal Contributions Made by Public'
Spirited Citizens for Laudable
Cause.

-

donations were re.
the Sisters of Charity for;
the bazaar and sale recently held to
raise funds for the sanatarlum

The Santa Fe band will give a dance
Rev. W. F. Verhalen, $100; H. S.
Saturday evening in the Catron block. Kaune, $3; U. S. Bank and Trust com-General J. P. Victory is ill at his pany, $5; First National bank, $5; A
home and not at the sanitarium as was Staab, $25; 'Santa Fe Meat Market,
reported.
$5; Sanitary Meat Market, $5; Leo
Every nrice we name during this Hersch, $5; Paul Wunschmann, $5;
Christmas is a strong invitation for you Carl A. Bishop, $5; Mr. Cartwright,
to call. Nathan Salmon.
6. 1.
$5; Atnado Gutierrez, $4; Miss C.
Final closing out sale this week ot
$1 ;
Parlor Meat Market,
nil househod furniture at greatly re- $2.50; Charles Closson, $U; John Calduced prices. 205 Palace Avenue.
lahan, $1, all of Santa Fe.
Tickets for the oratorical contect
The following people of Santa Fe
at the high school Friday evening may donated the articles named with their
be secured at Fischer's drug store.
value: Sisters of Loretto, fancy arH. C Hontoya announces himself ., . s
u r Yont.z. cut elasn rosa
as a candidate for constable, subject owi'j16. james Seligman, bath robe.
lo Republican primaries of Precinct 17 $0.50; J. H. Gerdes, Teddy bear and
of Public
Assistant
fancy articles, $10; W. H. Kennedy,
Instruction A. M. Sanchez is taking carriage robe, $10; Fischer's
Drug
an enforced vacation because of
store, Kodak, $8; J. "Weltmer, fountain
pen, $2,50; A. F. Spiegeberg, drawn
The board of fire commissioners work, $4.50; Ireland's Pharmacy, pertransacted routine business matters at fume, $9; Mrs. Mugler, pillow cover,
the regular monthly meeting last 50c; N. Salmon, fancy articles, $3.50;
evening.
Miss Clara Olsen, complete set of
Harry C. Hall, who holds a position Shakespeare, French hand mirror and
of ranger in the forest service, is
silk bag, $35; S. Spitz, lady's gold
to his residence on Palace ave- watch, $50; The Racket Store, Japnue with a severe cold.
Hardanese screen, $1.50;
An interesting program of orations ware
company, set Rogers' silver
and music will be given in the high knives and forks, JpS; Adolf Seligman,
school auditorium Friday evenng.
,
bearskin coat for child, $5; Miss
We outfit the little fellows with
two large panel paintings, $50;
suits, overcoats, trousers, caps, etc., Dr. James Massie, two Indian busts,
in a way that wins' the admiration $50; Mrs. I. H.
Rapp, four silk coat
of every mother. Nathan Salmon.
hangers, $6; other fancy articles,. $3;
There will be a regular meeting of Mrs. William Rapp, four coat
hangers,
Santa Fe Lodge No. 4C0, B. P. O. Elks $0; Miss Massie,
pincushion, $2; Mrs.'
8
o'clock this It. L.
at the club rooms at
Baca, fancy articles, $2; Mrs. just spreading itself all over the plains, 22c; fine medium, 1517c; fine, 12
evening. A full attendance is urged.
14c.
Charles Wagner, rocking chair, $10; and boasts a thousand or two
C. F. Goebel's car of immigrant efCATTLE.
In the artesian belt and the
articles, $10.
itants.
fects arrived yesterday from Monte
The following cash donations were Hope country the same conditions
Kansas City, Dec. 9. Cattle, 8,000.
Vista, Colorado, and proceeded today
from out of town:
Sister vail. The increase in the number of Steady" to weak. Southern steers,
to Wiliard where Mr. Goebel will loLawrence, San Rafael hospital, Trini- - school children shows that the country $3.355.50; Southern cows, $2.20
cate.
4.00; Blockers and .feeders, $3.005.00;
did, $10; Sister Odilla, Sidney. Ohio, is growing, and the fact that the
R. V. Boyle, one of the clerical force
Mrs. Clancy, $1; Mrs. A. Harvey, pie are building more and better bulls, $2.404.00; calves, $3.506.50;
of the territorial land commissioner's Tin
Cup, Colorado, $1; Sister Rose school houses shows that Eddy county western steers, $3.75 5.50; western
office, is on duty again after a ten Alexius,
cows, $2.754.50.
Glockner, Colorado Swings, has a progressive population.
days' absence due to a severe attack $10; Bister Luclavica St.
I'
Hogs 17,000. Strong to 5c higher.
Lawrence,
of tonsilitis.
Bulk of sales, $5.10 6.00; heavy, $5.50
$1; Sister De Paul, Dayton, ORATORICAL CONTEST
Cincinnati,
Santa Fe trains and the New Mexi-- Ohio, $1;
5.70; packers and butchers, $5.25
Sister Florentine, Seton hos- TAKES PLACE FRIDAY.
Central train are reported on time
GO; packers and butchers, $5.25G0;
Cincinnati, $5; Rev. A. Hafmans,
this evening. The Denver and Rio
$1; Sister Irenea, Logan avenue, Den- Seats for the oratorical concert to light, $5.0035; pigs, $3.5Q4.75.
Grande will not be in before 6 o'clock
ver, $5; Sister Francis' Louise, Madi- - be held in the high school auditorium
Sheep 6,000; steady. Muttons, $4
and may be later.
$G.50; range wethers,
$3.805.65;
Work on the concrete foundation sonville, Ohio, $1; Sister Annunciata, Friday evening may be secured at
fed ewes, $2.504.50.
of the armory has been held up sev- Springfield, Ohio, $5; Sister M. Sera- Fischer's drug store. It is hoped that
Chicago, Dec. 9. Cattle, 23,000.
eral days by reason of the cold weath- phine, Cincinnati, $3; nurses at St. all who can will secure their tickets
to 10c lower.
so
as
to
Steady
Joseph
at
avoid
there
the
rush
Beeves, $4.40
hospital, Kansas, City, Mo.,
any
er. However, this morning work was
for
7.70;
$10
on
Texans,
chances
doors
lunch
western,
$3.404.30;
cloth.
evening.
Friday
begun on Ihe piers.
stackers and feeders,
Those who wil1 compete in the
$3.405.65;
Donations of fancy articles
"The safe of the New Mexico Fuel
from
$2.604.80; cows and heifers, $1.50
outside of Santa Fe: Domini- test are: Frances Barry, Esther
and Iron company was yesterday ship5.00;
Estella
ry
calves, $G8.25.
Closson,
Bergere,
May
Sisters.
CMexen.
doll:' Rltr Prn. m:
ped to Albuquerque, whither the office
i
r
fi
i
tt
j.ii ueuevieve
isiiiuuii
Sheep 22,000.
Steady. Western,
vraiitnui,
narrisou,
fixtures were recently sent. W. S.
$2.504.70;
yearlings, $4.2o5.10;
Hopewell' will have charge of the of- SHeWBlandina. Cincinnati, crucifixes Jtta 0?-the Boy Mintt?r8' W
western lanibs, $4.256.75.
,t0
fice in that city.
,be
,t,onB ,
amlttenberg piece; Mrs; Joseph A.
Including
Large crowds are attending the pre Leahy, Lordsburg, fancv articles; Sis- leasing
The New Mexican Printing comsentation of the Spanish play "The ter Aloysius Gonzaga, Harrison. Ohio, v'"u "T
f
Wlime' t0'
has prepared civil and criminal
pany
Gal,?.he
corner
in
Pastores"
fancy articles; Bister Maria Teresa
Beatty's hall,
,
dockets- especially for the use of jusFf
isteo and Water
reels. This is a Kenton, Ohio, fancy articles: Siste
religious play and is given each even- S n ,1auS Memphis, Tenn fancy ar- - teachers. conventlon at Albuquerqile, tices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
tides Sisters of Charity, fit. Boniface December 28. In
ing beginning at 8 o'clock.
a(ldition the inner either Spanish or
English, made of
The Guild of the Church of the Holy school, Cincinnati, fancy articles; Sis- - win recelve a ld
me(aI and the sec. good record paper, strongly and durFaith hd'l a special meeting yester- ter Eustelle, Lawrence street. Don- - onrf best a silver medal.
ably bound, wdth leather back and
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. ver, center piece; Charles Werner.
lt is hoi)ed that there will be a covers and canvas sides, hall full
W. S. HuiTOun. Matters pertaining to Cincinnati, handkerchief: Sisters of
g00(i attendance Friday evening so as Index in front and the fees of
fct. Joseph. Kansas City, Kansas, burnt to
justices
the recent s ile were taken up and
encourage the young people who of the peace and constables
printed
found that the proceeds derived wood plaque; Sisters of Charity.' Jit. take
part. Those in charge desire to in full on the first
The pages
page.
St. Joseph, Ohio, painted china; two secure
from that pleasant affair were $200.
admis-oil
enough funds from the
are 10
inches. These books are
An enthusiastic crowd saw the picpaintings and several pieces? fancv sions to nnv for the medals anil to
made
up in civil and criminal dockets,
turesat the opera house last night work: Nurses St. Anthony's Home, meet the expenses of the representa- separate of 32 pages each, or with
and to see the smiling faces vas they Kansas City, Missouri, pictures, cush- - tive to Albuquerque.
both civil and criminal bound in one
came out showed they appreciated the ions and toys; :Siters of Charity
jbook, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
pictures. This will be the last night' Chillicothe. Ohio, fancy articles; Miss Rnion n
criminal. To introduce them they are
to see. these
films, as the regular Edna R. Robinson, Chicago, paper
mfftinp' offered at the following prices
HOLmi
knife
will
be
and
made
change
fancy baskets. Miss Lena
Thursday night,
Civil or Criminal
$2.75
We can show more articles that a Clav fit. Vincent .Sanitarium, embrold-The Board of E(lucatIon met last Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
n o . TT) nn
a nnvoni t - tci.
m
i
man ci
hnn
n
on
Tirnm
will
" "
umm, inn- evening in the office of the secretary For 45 cents additional for a single
h
Christmas than any other store in idd 10 Ihs. coffee.
,n the high school building: Present, docket, or 55 cents additional for a
Jose D. Sena, C. E. Linney, Jose C. combination docket, they will be sent
The funeral of Mrs. Anamaria Rod- - CALL BOY SURPRISES
'Sanchez, Nicanor Baca, James B. Sal- - by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
rigez de Vigil, wife of Simon Vigil,
SAFE ' BLOWERS AT WORK. azar- Absent, T. B. Catron, Percy F. full must accompany
order. State
was held from the Cathedral this
.
Dr. J. H. Sloam.
or Spanish
whether
Knight,
plainly
English
morning. Mass was in charge of Very
In the absence of President Catron, printed heading Is wanted.
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec, 9. An at- Rev. Anthony Fourchegu. There was
tempt to crack the safe of the Superior Vice President Sena presided.
The
a very large attendance of friends. Lumber
office, In this city minutes of the last two meetings were
company's
The New Mexican an do printing
Interment was made in Rosario ceme at an
hour today was frustrat- - rea(1
approved. Several communi-e- equal to that done in any of the large
early
tery.
by Santa Fe Night Caller White-- : cations were read and. referred to the cities. Our solicitor,' every piece ot
A large number of sheep were driv
sides who narrowly escaped death at proper committees.
Superintendent J. work we turn out. Try our stock once
en into the local Denver and Rio
AWood presented his report
the hands of the cracksmen.
The
and you will certainly come again. We
Grande stock yards last evening after
s
at 2:30 this morning, was on inS that the school Is In splendid
have all the facilities fo rturning out
a long and hard drive. They will be
The treasurer's report was everv class of work, including one of
way to call a train crew, and in dition.
loaded for shipment to Monte Vista,
passing the office of the lumber com- - read showing that .there is about
the best binderies in the West.
Colorado, via the narrow gauge where
was startled by the sound of a 000 n f he building fund, L400 in the
they, will be fed on peas and prepared muffled,
in general fund' arid $200 in 'the interest P
explosion.
Glancing
for market. There are about' twen
window
the
he
saw the safe. fundthrough
cars of them.
The greater1,' ortiori of the.' evening
The men saw him at about the same
Althought the air was crisp yester time and one of them sent a bullet in was spent in examining and passing
day the sun shone all day, making: the direction of the young man.
upon a large number., of bill's that had
the weather far from cold. The maxiFOR THE SICK
Whitesides hurried up town and re- - collected during the past three months.
mum temperature was 39 degrees at
'
Ofmatter
the
to
the
ported
police.
SANITARIUM
o:ou p. m., ..iic iu.ui.uuui x "cB'n.ficers hurried to the scene, but the
at 7:15 a. m., thus making the mean inirglars had made good their escape,
N. M.
. SANTA FE,
hours iThe. safe was found badly damaged,
temperature for the twenty-fou- r
11 degrees, or
aegrees neiow m nor-- but ,inopened the explosive used hav- $16 and up per week.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
mal. The relative numiuity at b a. inf? , been insufflcirntly powerful or
'
stocks
Amalgamated
nn ....
fo
Closing
m. was iy per cent uuu at
p. m. poorly placed,
84
pfd.'1.02;
Atchison, 98
79 per cent, making tne relative
'
!V
l.su
N.
Fenn.,
Y, Central, 1.17
79
HOME MADE
per ASTOUNDING INCREASE
average for the day
So. Pac, 1.20
Pacific, 183
cent. The lowest temperature during'
1.13
IN SCHOOL POPULATION
steel, 56; pfd.,
last night was 20 degrees and the temMONEY AND METALS.
24
was
m.
6
today
perature at a.
New York, Dec, 9. Money on call
Carlsbad, N. M., Dec. 9. The school
prime mercantile pa-population of Eddy county has made easy
Made From Home Raise Pork
v
f
wonderful growth the past year. The per 3
9.
The New Mexic&n Printing company census shows about 3,500 children of
Lead
dull,
Dec.
New York,
Will bo delivered ; to my part
and
14
has ready and for sal
of the City. From' 3 fbs up. '';
age. As a consequence the
correct compilations of the territorial school directors In the various districts silver, 49.
dull, 5.
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of have had their hands full providing aciSt. Louis, Dec.
Telephone No 148 Red
the territorial road laws, pprice 60 commodations for the host ot new chll- - , GRAIN, CARD, PORK AND RIBS,
MRS.
OTTO RETSCH.
cents, and of the territorial mining dreh. Carlsbad is rushing the con- - i Chicago, Dec. 9,Wheat, December,
These
50
cents
per copy.
laws, price
Corn,
May, 107
si ruction of a $13,000 high school 102
can be purchased by applying in per--May, C262,:;-.i-8Oats,
4ha will be taken into use ber, 58
"
son or by mail at the office of the
5353
50
May,
as
soon
December,
as
Malaga
Pure
completed.
For
Cream
and
just
Fjilk
company.
doubled its school room capacity' in Pork, December, $14.40; May, $16.17
W Comply with' the
17.00. Lard, December, $9.75
there is alreadv lack of
The New Mexican Printing com- the fall, and The
Is May, $9.42
Ribs; January,
district
room.
Pure Food Laws.
school
Loving
pany has on hand a large supply of
$8.57
work on a substantial ad- - $8.52
May,
the
rushing
school
for
mutable
pads and tablets
WOOL MARKET.
Telephone No 48 Red.
dition tx Its1 s,chool building. On the
work, the desk, and also tor lawyers Pinina
Wool
9.
Dec.
strong.
St.
Louis.
too
of
troiihln
Wo thp rhiiip
17
m seUthem at
in twok iom "Ie room. The town of Knowles is Territory and western mediums,
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Made from healtMol

NEW PRICE

OLD PRICE

BAZ4AR

y

"

groceries which are not selling quickly
Therefore We
enough to suit us.

Jars .for

.S.)

.25

grape cream of tartar

Will make twice as much good

.555

.25
.15
.10
.10

bread$is$uit and cakepound for
pound,as the lowpricedimitations

Supv-iiiitende-

.12.

.20
.12
.05

con-line-

.25

.50
.35
.60
1.00

made from alum and alum phosphates, and will make the food
appetizing and healthful.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
is not only economical but makes

d

Wood-Davi- s

the food more wholesome.

Mas-sie-

APPLE BARGAINS
We are offering a few boxes of fancy eating apples
at 1.75 a box. Such varieties as Missouri pippins,
Rambos, wine sap.

NEW FRUIT

--

inhab-othe-

New stocks of dried and canned fruits are now in
Call and examine them.

r

,;

peo-$1-

MEAT

Quantity

just bought a nice bunch of PEN FED
Buena Vista Colo. The meat from
trom
HOGS
these is tine and sweet, better than anything you ever
We have

Pork Roast 12 & 15c
Spare Ribs I2lc a Hi

Hog Heads 5c tb

H.

1908.

The following

X

We have a number of items in fancy

9,

X celved
by

stationary temperature.

Marking Them Down,

"

DECEMBER

tcT OF nONDRQ

IUrMU$3,

iJbJfiiHBI'B!
X

WEDNESDAY,

Pork Shanks 10c each
HOME MADE PORK SAUSAGE 2 ft. for 25c,
We also have some nice spring Lamb.
Fore Qtr 50c
Hind Qtr 75c

c

con-frien-

Bar-ca-

n

-

f

Dont fonret to jflv- us you order for tluit XMAS TURKEY in
plenty of time, We had the best in town for Thanksgiving, not a bntl
one heard from yet,

THE OLD RELIABLE

-

UT ?,
T
r"18!?

-

SANTA FE MEAT & LIVE STOCK GO.

DUPROW & MONTENfcfc

Indf

-

-

s

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

-

AND

EMBALMERS

I

Black and White Hearse.

Soular

1

H

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE (FRAMING
106

Palace Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

Telephone

142.

Night

152

A

rv-o-

t

i.

a

f

-

,,

House.

-

r

'

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
'
Monero "
"""
' CerrUlos"

.'

$4,50 per ton
5.25

6.00

a'

d

"

show-yout-

-

con-hi-

.

$2,-pan-

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

'
Q

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Nter

A. T.r

A-

5. F. Depot.

Phone No.

85, Office Garfield Avenue,

-

e

:

DR. DIAZ

MARKBTiREPORT.

For the Home People
FROM NOW UNTIL HOLIDYAS

REDUCED PRICES ON

&

(

'

J.

.1

i.

1--

y

1--

3--

i

22

1--

4

Navajo Blankets, Mexican Blank-

ets, Drawn

Work,

Souvenir

a

1--

-

"..

422-scho-

1--

.

-

China, Gold and Silver Filigree.
Have received a large consignment and must sail.

J. S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.
301-30-

3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N,M.

j

,

Decem-buildin-

5--

3--

1--

1--

Bt,

g

Sausages

